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ABSTRACT

This thesis provides an anthropologicai perspective of multiculturalism through an

examinalion of multiculrural tenns and concepts, the political history of mulriculturalism,

and the implementation of a survey with a multicultural organization. This is done by

building on Barth's and later Eriksen's concepts on ethnicity, Goodenough's position on

the nature of culture and his ideas that multiculturalism is a normal human experience,

and Greenbaum's ideas on the realities and implications of what it means to live in a

multicultural society. An historical analysis of the events that led to the introduction of

Canada's Multiculturalism policy and its subsequent development provides a diach¡onic

understanding of the historical context and relationships between Canadian groups.

Examination of the Reoort of the Royal Commission on Bilinsualism and Biculturalism

and other writings provide insight into the many influences that have constructed

multiculturalism and the contemporary relationships between Canadian groups. A

microlevel study is completed to provide a complementary understanding of

multiculturalism at the local level. A strategic planning technique called the Delphi

survey was designed and implemenæd with a local non-profit multicultural organization

called the Manitoba Multicultural Resources Centre. The analysis of the goals and

problems of the voluntary organization provides both qualitative and quantit¿tive data for

a unique insight into the organizational culture of a multicultural organization. The

Delphi survey also provides an understanding of the problems often experienced by

voluntary organizations. An argument is made that Canadian institutions have been

vl1



ineffective at establishing goals for multiculturaiism and at resolving conflict among

Canadian groups.

Enveloping this examination of multiculturalism is an examinaüon of

anthropological praxis as an analytical framework to understand, develop and influence

multiculturalism. An argument is made that anthropology can be developed as a

discipline to address social issues through social policy. The literature on anthropology

as a policy science and anth¡opological praxis is examined. Attempts are made to

understand the cunent environment of values, politics, processes and concerns in which

multiculturalism operates. The argument concludes that massive socio-poliúcal changes

have led to a situaúon in which Canadians must come to tenns with what it means to live

in a plural society. Knowing ourselves is the fust step. Only a disciplined process of

research, debate, negotiation, implementation and compromise will effectively address

multiculturalism issues.
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CHAPTER ONE
Multiculturalism Throu gh the Anthropological Lens

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.0.0 The Problem wÍth Multiculturalism

Canada's Multiculturalism policy has been at the centre of much public, academic

and government debate since its creation in 1971. These debates have used terms and

concepts such as "culture" and "ethnicity" to express varying points of view on

multiculturalism policy. The meaning and understanding of these comments have varied

greatly depending on the opinions and positions of those expressing their points of view.

Consequently fundamental concepts are misused and dialogue is obfuscated to the point

that "nobody knows what multiculturalism is supposed to become"r. However,

anthropologists can effectively contribute to the understanding and development of

multiculturalism due to the discipline's critical study of the root of multiculturalism;

namely culture. The meaning of Canada's multiculturalism policy has become clouded

through years of ambiguous discourse, ignorance of historical influence on contemporary

issues, and political management of conflict between Canadian groups; consequently

making implementation of the policy ineffective. Through the application of

anthropological tools of analysis I will sort out some of the concepts, terms, assumptions

and values behind the multicultural debate.

lthis was expressed to me from a high ranked civil servant who
implemented Canada' s mult.iculturalism policy.



Multiculn¡ralism policy is a matter of pursuing complex ideals that are becoming

a part of Canada's national identity. In pursuing ideals within a plural society, a sociefy

composed of several cultural or ethnic groups, people are seeking to alter or reinforce

existing distributions of power (Goodenough 1978:86). Often the dilemmas and political

positions in which Canadian groups find themselves seem insurmountable, confirming the

difficulties of political restructuring. Much of this is because ambiguity,

miscommunication, and the prevalence of various potitical agendas, both hidden and

explicit, obfuscate discourse on multiculturalism issues. Because many Canadian groups

find themselves mired in political dilemmas and because significant discourse and action

on multiculturalism policy are clearly ambiguous, many people conclude that

multiculturalism is a failed social policy. However, multiculturalism, like all other

socially defined concepts, can only become a viable social concept if it is constructed and

integrated into daily life. Yet, "bound up in the concept of 'multiculturalism' are deeply

seeded beliefs about race, ethnicity and culture that fîrst must be examined before we can

proceed to implement changes ..." (Greenbaum t992:25). I would add that power

stuggles, value differences and challenges to existing power structures are an intrinsic

aspect of Canadian multiculuralism.n It may be difficult to sort out the concepts,

reconcile political developments, and construct a sound theoretical and practical

multiculturalism policy but it is not impossible.



1.0.1 Statement of Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to examine the theoretical, historical, and

contemporary issues of Canada's multiculturalism policy through an anthropological

perspective. Anthropological concepts and methods will be used to gather information

pertinent to Canadian multiculturalism. This information will then be analyzed and

presented so that it may be used by microlevel or macrolevel decision-makers to make

effective policy and implementation strategies when addressing Canada's multicultural

reality. A consistent model of multiculturalism will then be constructed by providing a

theoretical foundation to discuss multiculturalism using Barth's (1969) concepts of

ethnicity, Goodenough's (1978) concept of the nature of culture and his understanding of

multiculturalism as a normal human experience, and Greenbaum's (1992) ideas on the

realities and implications of living in a multicultural society. In order to provide a solid

theoretical foundation I will define terms, develop a consistent theoretical model of

multiculturalism that reflects the ever-changing reality of a multicultural society, and

examine the process of culture.

By exploring the historical socio-political relationships between Canadian groups

I will attempt to provide insight into ttre development of the relationships between

Canadian groups and subsequently provide an historical understanding of the cuffent

problems and issues facing multiculturalism policy. I will provide an account of the

events that led to the creation of Canada's multiculturalism policy, explore the

development of multiculturalism issues and the relationships that Canadian groups have



with each other and with the Federal government. This will be accomplished through an

examination of the literature and an analysis of The Report of the Roya] Commission on

Bilinsualism and Biculturalism (1965).

A micro-level perspective of multiculturalism will be provided to develop insight

into the daily workings and concerns of a voluntary multicultural organization. An

examination of the goals, struggles, problems, concerns and adaptation of this organization

is provided through ethnographic research and an analysis of a survey I conducted with

the organization in 1994. The survey provides both quantitative and qualitative

information for understanding the organizational culture and the issues that concern the

organization. This microlevel understanding complements the macrolevel understanding

of multiculturalism that is oultined in the flust two chapærs.

Another objective of this thesis is to understand and develop anthropology as a

policy science by applying anthropological theory and process to social issues; particularly

multiculturalism policy. The literature will be explored to indicate how anthropological

knowledge can inform decision-making and become relevant and effective within the

realm of social policy science. As well, I intend to show the reader that this thesis is

itself an example of applied anthropology in the sense that anthropology can contribute

to the grounding of the discourse on a social issue or phenomena, provide a historical

context for understanding relationships between groups, and provide direct, first-hand

knowledge of a social issue within its cunent context.

4



1.1 DEFINING SIGNIFICANT TERMS AND CONCEPTS

1.L.0 Race

"Race" is not an adequate term to use in understanding social phenomena. The

term often invokes the idea that people with certain physical characteristics tend to behave

in distinct ways; implying that physical characteristics produce distinct social behaviour.

Ashley Montagu points out that Buffon introduced the term "race" into the literature of

natural history n 1749. It "merely represented an extension of the Aristotelian conception

of species; that is to say, it was a subdivision of a species ... the term assumed a

classificatory value, [and] it was understood that that value was purely arbitrary"

(Montagu 1969:64). The term "race" has become meaningless in understanding social

phenomena for two main reasons. First, there has been so much interbreeding between

human populations that it would be meaningless to talk of fixed boundaries between

races. Second, the distribution of hereditary physical traits does not follow clear

boundaries. In other words, there is often greater variation within a so-called "racial"

group than there is systematic variation between two groups (Eriksen 1993:4). "Race"

is meaningless on the basis that it corresponds to nothing in nature; it is inapplicable to

anything real (Montagu 1969:68). Racism, then, is the belief that certain physical

characteristics (such as skin, eye or hair colour) are directly and irrevocably associated

with non-physical characteristics such as social behaviour and intelligence. From an

anthropological perspective, racism rests on a false premise, yet it does exist as a social

phenomenon. For this reason, "race" must not be used when describing segments of the



human population or in a social policy but "racism" must be used when describing a

particular social phenomenon.

1.1.1 Culture

The predominant concept in any anthropological work is the concept of culture.

The most widely accepted definition of culture is E.B. Tylor's, in which he posits that

culture "is that complex whole which includes knowledge, beliel art, morals, law, custom,

and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man [sic] as a member of society"

(Tylor 1871:1). Culture is learned in the context of group interaction; it enables

communication, conformity, coordination and invention of solutions to problems that arise

and, as it passes from one generation to the next, it changes in the transmission

(Greenbaum 1992:15-16). For the purpose of this work, the nature of culture is identified

as a continual process of negotiation whereby people orient themselves in relation with

others through a continual construction of reality; a reality based on simultaneous

mechanisms that both maintains and transforms identity for the individual, society and

segments of it.

1.1.2 Ethnicity

The seminal work on ethnicity and culture in plural societies is Barth's Ethnic

Groups and Boundaries (1969). In it, Barth indicated that most of anthropology had

chuactenzed culture as a closed unit built up by aggregates of individuals who share a

common behaviour. This concept proposed that there were discrete categories of people



that correspond to each culture; a concept that represents culture as a st¿tic and

homogenous object. Conceptualization of culture as a closed unit is currently inadequate

to account for major cultural processes such as culture change and revitalization of

ethnicity and nationalism. Moreover, prior to Barth's essay, works had focused on

differences, histories and the cultural characteristics within ethnic boundaries, yet the

constitution of ethnic groups and the nature of boundaries between them, an area with

which Barth was primarily concerned, had notbeen investigated (Barth 1969:9). Barth

broke this tradition by exploring the fundamental characteristics of the nature of culture

and ethnic groups, which he identified as the boundaries between groups.

Boundaries persist despite a flow of personnel across them. Categorical
ethnic distinctions do not depend on an absence of mobility, contact and
information, but do entail social processes of exclusion and incorporation
whereby discrete categories are maintained despite changing participation
and membership in the course of individual life histories (Barth 1969:9-10;
emphasis mine).

Stable, persisting and often vitally important social relations are maintained across

ethnic boundaries and are frequently based precisely on the dichotomized ethnic status.

Ethnic identity and distinction do not depend on an absence of social interaction and

acceptance; rather, interaction of social systems is often the very foundation on which

ethnic identity and distinctions are constructed. Interaction does not inevitably lead to

dissolution, change and acculturation; rather, cultural differences can persist despite inter-

ethnic con[act and interdependence (Barth 1969:10).

Barth expounded the idea that ethnic groups are categories composed through

processes of ascription and identification by two parties: the actors themselves and by



those that compose the audience. This is further complicated by the fact that the

members of the "audience" are also actors themselves. Accordingly, ethnic groups have

the characteristic of organizing interaction between people both within a group and

between groups. Yet individuals form groups in various contexts this accounts for

variability within groups as well as the variability between groups. For example a chitd

born in a family where the parents differ in ethnicity may be able to articulate equally

well in two or more ethnic contexts thus adding variability (through individual

experiences) to the group's context. A processual perspective facilit¿tes understanding

of the construction and maintenance of ethnic groups. Anthropologists needed a shift of

focus; from the study of internal constitution and history of separate groups, to the study

of ethnic boundaries and boundary maintenance as well as interaction between groups.

Barth introduced this shift of anthropological perspective.

1.1.3 Plural Society

Goodenough's understanding of the nature of culture and ethnic groups is similar

to Barth's. Both authors focus on ethnic group boundary maintenance and they

acknowledge that the mechanisms of boundary maintenance and transformation exist as

part of the process of culture. It is important to highlight that "culture" can be discussed

in two senses: that which corresponds to a general theoretical human phenomenon and

that which is the manifest¿tion of specific behaviour and ideological patterns. Barth and

Goodenough refer to the nature of a universal human phenomena called culture as

opposed to a specific culture, for example Canadian culture. Goodenough (1978)



provided a clear framework for understanding the complexities of group characteristics

and dynamics of plural society, and culture. To Goodenough multiculturalism is "the

normal human experience" and this experience is directly responsible for social cohesion

and culture change. To begin to understand multiculturalism, then, it is primarily

important to examine the mechanisms of normal on-going, human experiences that

perpetuate identity and introduce changes within human groups.

Goodenough, echoing Barth, argues that anthropologists have traditionally assumed

that for each society there is but one culture; for most anthropologists, multicultural

societies are products of urbanism, economic specialization, social stratification and

conquest states (Goodenough 1978:80). Such a view of culture, Goodenough continues,

is inappropriate for a theory of culture, because it treats culture as a bounded and static

product rather than a process of simultaneous cultural variability and uniformity, while

ignoring the role of culture in other types of societies. Goodenough presented a concept

of culture as such:

If, by culture, we contextualize things and behaviours of ourselves and
others so that expectations and understanding are shared by members of
a society, then a theory of culture must consider the processes by which
individual members arrive at such sharing. In this regard, the differences,
the conflicts and the misunderstandings that arise from human interaction
also become noteworthy in articulation with mechanisms that construct
unity (Goodenough 1978:8 1).

Goodenough suggests that all cultures, have mechanisms for sharing, developing

unity and identity, but also have mechanisms for creating difference and conflict and

initiating societal changes. Goodenough's definition of culture implies that all societies

9



are multicultural to some extent; the difference between complex and simple societies,

concerning multiculturalness, is merely one of degree, not of kind (Goodenough 1978:81).

If we accept the view that multiculturalism is a normal human experience then we can

explore these foundations on which societies are constructed.

1.1,4 The Mechanism of Cultural Identity and Uniformity

Two distinct strands of thought emerged since Barth's significant work: ethnicity

as a "primordial" sentiment embedded in human nature; and ethnic identification as a

strategic axis around which groups and individuals organize competition for resources and

power (Greenbaum 1992:7). Both perspectives recount that "ethnic divisions are a

permanent force in modern society" (Greenbaum 1992:-7\. It is a force that will continue

to exist, despite previous theories that suggest that groups witl eventually assimilate or

become extinct, and it is a matter of how we come to terms with this reality that is at the

heart of the issue on how multiculturalism policy develops. Groups and divisions will not

become extinct because processes of identification exist in perpetuity within culture;

ídentification arises flust out of familial sentiment and socialization,
subsequently reinforced and reinærpreted by external social definitions
effecting both constraints and opportunities. Ethnicity is both voluntary
and imposed. Both elements reflect a continuum, and divided ancestry
represents choice as well as ambiguity. Ethnic diversity cannot be
understood simply as the product of discrimination, nor as primordial
attachments extinguishable only through generations of intermarriage
(Greenbaum 1992:8).

For Barth, self-ascription and ascription by others are the most important features

of ethnic boundaries around which identity forms, he states, "ethnic identity implies a

series of constraints on the kinds of roles an individual is allowed to play, and the

10



partners he may choose for different kinds of transactions" (Barth 1969:.17). These

constraints provide the range of roles that an individual may enact. It is these constraints

that are ascribed to individuals within a group. Goodenough proposes that the sharing

aspect of culture is a matter of attribution; a process of defining and formally structuring

group identity. The validity of this attribution is measured by its practical utility for

effective interaction with group members in group-defined situations (Goodenough

1978:81-82). Ethnic identity is paramount in defining individual identity within the

context of the macroculture. The continual process of self-ascription and ascription by

others can not be disregarded and temporarily set aside in social interactions.

Furthermore, the identity of ethnic groups is not necessarily based on occupation of

territory, nor by some previous grouping, "but by continual expression and validation"

(Barth 1969:15). And it is precisely this continual expression and validation through self-

ascription and ascription by others that is the focus for further understanding of identity.

However, it must be stressed that "while selective objective criteria (key symbolic and

behavioral attributes) are important, the critical variables underlying processes of

boundary maintenance are subjective tn nature" (Kallen 1982:61). In other words, it is

the individuals' perception of herself and others that constructs identity; it is the emic

perspective that is important in understanding boundary maintenance.

When defined as an ascriptive and exclusive group, the continuity of an ethnic

group is dependent on the maintenance of a boundary. The cultural features may change

but the maintenance of dichotomization between members and outsiders keep the

11



continuity (Barth 1969:14). Again, it is the continual validation and expression of a

boundary between "us" and "them" that maintains ethnic continuity. Thus the ascription

of ethnic identity is based on the "Other" and on restrictive criteria. In other words,

identity is defined by what is "not me" or "not us", again, the "Other". To create the

"me" or the "us", there needs to be the "Other" to which comparisons and contrasts are

continually made and expressed. The actual characteristics that define "me" or "us" may,

in fact, change over time, and may not be objectively observable, yet the fact remains it

is the process of comparison and contrast that is the essential element of identification.

One example of this pattern is provided by one anthropologist's insight into ethnic

identity in Winnipeg neighbourhoods that "were not ghettos, although they usually had

identifiable boundaries. They were crucibles where ethnic definitions and identities were

forged - in part self-consciously developed attitudes but also responses to outside and

imposed definitions of stereotypes" (lV[atthiasson 1989: 1 6).

1.1.5 The MechanÍsm of Cultural Transformation and VarÍabitÍty

Through experience and learning, people inevitably find that they cannot

generahze the same expectations to everyone. Goodenough states that "there are different

role-expectations that coincide with different social relationships and different social

situations. Each of these different expectations constitutes a different culture to be

leamed" (Goodenough 1978:82). This is because culture and culture learning are

processes composed of identity markers, conflicts, supported values and changes that

continually shift and mould culture.
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Goodenough goes on to propose that the process of learning a society's culture,

which he tetms "macroculture", is one of learning numerous different or partially different

microcultures and their subcultural variants. The process includes learning how to discern

the situations for appropriate behaviour and appropriate grouping. As he states,

Because such cultures are situation-bound and thus ordered with respect
to other situation-bound cultures, we may think of them as subcultures or
microcultures, reserving the term "culturs" for the larger, ordered system
of which these are a part; in this sense, culture ceases to refer to a generic
phenomenon of study and refers instead only to some level of
organization of that phenomenon (Goodenough 1978:82).

According to Goodenough, all human beings, then, live in a multicultural reality

in which they must be aware of a variety of contexts; contexts in which, they are

currently performing and in which others attribute to them (Goodenough 1978:82-83).

For Goodenough, the range of variance for any given group comes from group member's

individual construction through interaction; this, in turn, constructs the group's culture.

Interaction networks and groups overlap in membership and/or come together in larger

networks or groups; this creates the character of the "macroculture". The "cultural pool"

of a group's variance is the total range of knowledge and competence in various

microcultures and macrocultures.

1.2 EXPLORING THE MULTICULTURAL EXPERIENCE

1.2.0 LÍving in a Multicultural Society

What, then, does it mean to live in a complex plural society? As was previously

addressed, in any society groups are constructed through processes of self-ascription and

ascription by others. In a complex plural society members experience a greater number
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of situations in which people may question their identity and values. The potential to

raise issues of identity are increased within a complex plural society because ethnicity is

an added variable in group categorization. The features of these situations are dependent

on the organization of a variety of inter- and intra-group activities and interaction.

Groups often form for principally adaptive purposes; to gain access to resources

for the accomplishment of common goals. Consequently, symbiotic relationships evolve

between groups as they adapt to each other, resulting in a society of relative ethnic

stability. The "other" ethnic groups in the region, then become part of the natural

environment. The articulation of groups within society creates an environment in which

there is a broad range of inter-ethnic relationships; from symbiotic or even exploitive

relationships to relationships where groups are quite irelevant to each other (Barth

1969:19).

The sectors of activity where populations articulate are niches to which the group

adapts. Greenbaum suggests that the persistence of stratified plural systems is structured

so by the presence of factors that continually generate and maint¿in categorically different

distributions of assets among groups; factors that maint¿in the structure of unequal access

to resources, which includes actions and ideologies that marginalize groups (Greenbaum

1992:16). This was explored in detail by John Porter in The Vertical Mosaic (1965), a

seminal work on ethnicity and the stratification of social power in Canada.
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While the force of pulling and pushing groups into niches is powerful, it must be

remembered that there is variation within these groups. As Barth points out,

the ethnic label subsumes a number of simultaneous characteristics which
cluster statistically but which are not absolutely interdependent and
connected. This leads to variations between members; particutarly when
people change identity. It creates ambiguity since ethnic membership is
at once a question of source of origin as well as of current identity (Barth
1969:29).

Barth explores what happens when characæristics between groups in a complex

plural society become similæ. He st¿tes "a drastic reduction of cultural differences

between ethnic groups does not correlate in any simple way with ttre reduction in the

organizational relevance of ethnic identities, or a breakdown in boundary-maintaining

processes" (Barth 1969:32-33). Thus, ethnicity is maintained even while differences

between groups may be indistinguishable by outside observers.

In attempting to incorporate themselves into wider social systems, members of

ethnic groups may attempt incorporation into the dominant cultural group. Individuals

may, in fact, accept "minority" status in which they practice cultural characteristics in

sectors of more private non-articulation, such as personal activities. Simult¿neously these

people may practice larger system characteristics in other more public sectors of activity,

such as employment and political sectors. Thus alternately emphasizing or minimizing

ethnic identity to develop a broader access to positions within the larger plural society.

Barth suggests "the fact that contemporary forms of ethnic organizations are prominently

political does not make them any less ethnic in character. Such political movements
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constitute new ways of making cultural differences organizationally relevant" (Barth

1969:34).

When groups express their value orientations that are different to the prevailing,

dominant value orientations in terms of ethnic criteria, it affects the direction of cultural

change. In communicating various concerns to the dominant society, a political

confrontation can only be implemented by making groups similar and comparable enough

to create effective and meaningful discourse. If a group is unable or refuses to engage

in discussion with those of the dominant group at the same level of discourse as set out

by the dominant group, they will be ineffective in communicating and directing change.

Once the groups are in communication, this will affect every new sector of activity that

is made politically relevant (Barth 1969:35).

1.2.1 Socio-politicål Power

Barth argued in 1969 that ethnic identification reflects neither cultural inertia, nor

the incomplete process of integration in modern nation states, rather, persistent ethnic

distinctions Íìre an essential feature of such political systems (Greenbaum 1992:7).

Greenbaum suggests that "economic organization, politicat mobilization, a sense of

community, and preservation of cultural traditions have global and intrinsic significance

for all human beings" (Greenbaum 1992:9). If ethnic distinctions are inevit¿bly persistent

and the compulsion for self-determination and preservation is intrinsically significant for
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all humans then it is inevit¿ble that cultural groups will attempt to gain socio-political

power as a means to determine their own lives.

Of particular interest to anthropologists, is the relationship between pluralism and

power in a complex plural society. To Goodenough, social power is a function of two

variables: the extent and intensity of people's wants; and the extent to which people are

able to facilitate or impede the gratification of one another's wants (Goodenough

1978:84). No human society distributes social power evenly; dependency of young, old,

sick and infirm guarantees unequal power relationships. Differences in knowledge and

skills and in physical and personal attractiveness compound such inequalities. Growth in

the number of specialized skills and bodies of knowledge creates more power in the social

system and increases the consequent possibilities for inequalities of power. Much of

social power and inequality comes from the construction of identity and what is needed

or wanted for such a power position.

Management of social power involves the manipulation of access to knowledge

and skills: mental and physical aptitudes to develop skills and comprehension; perception

of self and self-goals that make developing the skills seem appropriate or desirable;

freedom from emotional blocks with the skills and knowledge in question; and access to

situations in which there is opportunity to rehearse the skills and acquire feedback until

desired proficiency is achieved (Goodenough 1978:85). Again, the pursuit of ideals
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within a plural society means that people are seeking to alter or reinforce existing

distributions of power, thus,

the social rules that serve to control such access, usually multiple and
mutually reinforcing, become a prime t¿rget for reform in times of change,
with accompanying changes in personal aspirations (Goodenough 1978:86).

The problems of pluralism are differential access to and knowledge of various

microcultures within macrocultural systems. As plurality becomes more pronounced and

elaborated and the field of power becomes greater with increasing social complexity,

pluralism becomes an ever more important consideration in the management of power

relationships. It then becomes an increasingly serious problem in politics, education and

all other institutions; the instruments by which people control access to more specialized

microcultures and to the power and privilege they confer (Goodenough 1978:86).

1.2.2 Resolving ConflÍct in a MultÍculhrral Society

Another area that is of particular interest to anthropologists studying

multiculturalism policy, is the ways in which various microcultures come to terms with

differing values to come to a level of sharing at the macrocultural level (Goodenough

1978:83-84). Although ascription serves the purpose of constructing both expected norns

and unacceptable behaviour and ideas, as well as defining interaction boundaries within

specific groups, it "is found entirely wanting when the bases for interaction are

expanded" (Goodenough 1978:82); expanded to group interaction within a plural society.

These interaction boundaries define the rules for inter-group ¿ìs well as intra-group

interaction. The ethnic boundary defînes the criteria for determining membership and
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signal's membership and exclusion. In a plural society this leads to the exclusion of large

groups of people based on ascribed membership to an ethnic group. If the dominant

group of the society defines the exclusion then certain groups are ghettoized and are

systematically prohibited access to social power. This happens systematically because this

is a normal part of any groups' (even the dominant groups') construction of identity.

This process of exclusion comes from two natural social mechanisms: ethnocentrism and

enculturation.

The enculturation process operates to condition the betief that ones own values and

practices are correct and, by extension, superior to all others. Ethnocentrism, then, may

not be pathological, but in a complex plural society it can be quite dysfunctional. For

example,

when someone who has been taught to behave in a particular manner
observes someone else whose behaviour is different, reactions are likely
to be negative regardless of the inrinsic significance of that
difference...Taken collectively, all the divergent patterns of behaviour,
beliefs, values and customs that distinguish one group from another create
a climate of misunderstanding and diminish the likelihood of empathy
(Greenbaum I992:I4).

But what if we think of culture, and by extension "multiculturalism" as

Goodenough uses the term, as an adaptive process? Greenbaum does this by expanding

Barth's position that culture is the primary mechanism by which humans adapt, the basis

for developing new knowledge and transmitting current knowledge; our most prominent

survival mechanism. Cultural variety (i.e., knowledge and abilities) enhances the fitness

of a society but if populations lack diversity, they also lack the capacity to adapt
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(Greenbaum 1992:16-17). Canada is a society composed of a vast series of partially

overlapping social and institutional networks -- the pathways by which pluralism operates

and reproduces itseH. Groups within this type of society freely borrow ideas from each

other, but often reinterpret them within the framework of distinctive values, beliefs and

needs. Greenbaum suggests that the challenge put to a plural or ethnically diverse society

"is to balance the advantages against the problems and conflicts, to overcome the

destructive aspects of ethnocentrism without suppressing the differences on which it is

based" (Greenbaum 199217).

Other areas of investigation that æe of interest to anthropologists who wish to

resolve issues that have developed out of complex plural societies are the constructions

and reconstructions of the histories, the concepts, the values and the understandings of

various groups of people. Historical events and our perception of historical events

continually shape contemporary issues establishes the current relationships between

groups. Howsver, it is often the case that

information and analysis on the history of exploitation and malevolence of
dominated groups on smaller groups is avoided. To omit information and
analysis of these events is both misleading and inaccurate. Unpleasantness
perpetrated against immigrant and non-Europeans has contributed to a

distorted understanding of history and an inability to interpret
contemporary problems and issues (Greenbaum 1992:4).

By deleting some information while expounding other information we overlook

major influences of current events and glorify aspects of the past. However, as

subordinate groups achieve more social and political power, the ideas of history and their
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influences on contemporary issues will be re-examined and reconstructed within the

dominant society.

1.3 THE APPLICATION OF ANTHROPOLOGY TO SOCIAL POLICY

1.3.0 A Unique Product

Applied anthropologists are often concerned with contemporary social issues that

confront particular societies and the world. There are many social issues that are within

the scope of concern for applied anthropologists. However, applied anthropologists are

particularly interested in increasing the influence that anthropology has on contemporary

social issues through social policy (Chambers 1977, Cochrane 1980, Geilhufe 1979,

Heighton and Heighton 1978, Hinshaw 1980, Kimball l978,Wa11ace I976,Weaver 1981,

and Willner 1980). According to Rein, the scope of social policy is the "integration of

values, the principles by which these values are translated into policies and programs,

¿Nsessments of the outcomes of implementing these principles in terms of the values

asserted, and the search for strategies of feasible change which promise a better fit

between values, principles, and outcomes" (Rein l97I:297). What can anthropologists

contribute in the field of social policy? Some authors suggest that anthropologists must

provide an anthropological understanding of social issues to inform those organizations

responsible for initiating and developing social policy:

Indeed, one of the most important contributions that anthropologists can
make to the policy field is to articulate existing as well as potential policy
alternatives with particulæ issues (Pelto and Schensul 1978:507).
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Furthermore, Margaret Mead illustrates the unique product that anthropologists can

offer to the field of social policy:

...I wish to emphasize flte unique qualities of anthropologists, which make
it possible for them to make a contribution that is distinct from the
contribution of other theoretical and applied human science disciplines...;
it may be useful to define anthropological activities ...as those activities in
which the investigator, research worker, or cultural modifier, comes from
one culture, subculture, occupational group or class to study another in
collaboration with the members of that other group, to produce a product
that neither of them could produce alone...Other social sciences deal with
"subjects", "objects," and "consumers"... (Mead 1977:146; emphasis in
original).

1.3.1 A Discipline Ín Flux

Anthropological influence into social policy is not only desirable it is inevitable

for at least tfuee reasons. First anthropology must have an aspect of applied work to deal

with societ¿l issues if it is to survive as a discipline within a complex society that is

increasingly concerned with domestic problems and less oriented toward seeking

knowledge for the sake of knowledge. This is inevitable because academic positions are

currently rare and are continually decreasing forcing many anthropologists into non-

academic employment positions. Second, anthropologists are recognizing a responsibility

and experiencing pressure by the people whom they study to contribute meaningfully to

their quality of life. And thfud, government agencies, voluntary organizations, and

businesses are beginning to recognize the value of anthropological information in policy

and organizational management. However, these organizations do not often recognize this

information as "anthropological" information.
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Baba points out that both applied and academic anthropology ate essential for the

survival of the discipline as she states, "in general, public support for a discipline is based

on the public's perception of the benefit that the disciptine brings to society -- the greater

the perceived benefit, the greater the support. In turn, practice cannot stand for long

without a vital and thriving intellectual academic community to give it birth and provide

it with unique capabilities that allow it to add value to society" (Baba 1994:179). Thus,

Baba is calling for a strong professional anthropology to complement academic

anthropology.

1.3.2 The Value of Anthropology to Social Policy

Willner considers the point that if an essential quality of the anthropological

enterprise is the relationship of trust between anthropologists and the people they study,

"it follows that anth¡opologists face special responsibilities and special problems in

bringing their knowledge to bear on issues of public policy" (Willner 1980:80). Hinshaw

indicates that many practitioners and some academic anthropologists "insist on persistent

interaction with the public, and share the expectation that anthropology has at least as

much to learn from this involvement as the public stands to gain" (Hinshaw 1980:501).

Hinshaw goes on to state that, "from the marketplace, however, the valuation of

anthropologists' contribution to policy studies emphasizes our data-gathering skills more

than our values of relativity and holism" (Hinshaw 1980:501). However, an ethnographic

collection of customs and taxonomic categories is not enough for the involvement of
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anthropology in policy studies (Kimball 1987:386). The researcher must observe

individuals engaged in a variety of situations that are characteristic of that group. From

this dat¿ we can indicate the detail of the systematic anangements by which a group

meets its problems. This is the organization's culture and it is this type of knowledge that

is useful for addressing social issues through social policy. But many policy-makers fail

to see problems in systematic terms or in understanding the processes of change. They

do not reckon with the link between values, social context, and behavioral patterns

(Kimball L987:386-387). Yet" anthropologists often lack this understanding themselves.

Of course it is important to determine and understand power relationships but it is vital

for applied anthropologists to understand the processes of power; how decisions are made,

who makes these decisions, and what is appropriate and inappropriate behaviour within

a power structure.

Eddy and Partridge speculate on the future direction of anthropological

contributions to social issues as they state, "the development of anthropology as a policy

science will require a greatly expanded research emphasis on contemporary complex

societies and a vigorous development of applied anthropology so that data may be

provided for the better understanding of the consequences of strategies used to achieve

programmatic goals and to test theories of change" (Eddy and Partridge 1987:383).

One area of social policy that is curently of particular interest to applied

anthropologists is the policy of multiculturalism in pluralistic societies. For instance,
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Goodenough began writing his article on multiculturalism by "thinking about the

contributions [that] anthropology can make to programs for social and cultural change"

(Goodenough 1978:80). Many anthropologists emphasize that anthropology can

effectively contribute to contemporary social issues that are meaningful to atl members

of society. Anthropologists can contribute not only to the exploration of theoretical issues

of multiculturalism but also to the reconciliation of societal conflicts arising in plural

states. One area for reconciliation of social conflicts and the development of programs

for social and cultural change in a complex plural society is through intervention in social

policy.

Recently, there has been focus on multiculturalism and the rise in nationalism both

academically and as a global social concern. Eriksen indicates that ethnicity and

nationalism "have become so visible in many societies that it has become impossible to

ignore them" (Eriksen 1993:2). Because of the increased import¿nce of ethnicity and

nationalism, complex plural societies must develop multicultural policy and planning.

And, "what is particularly interesting here is the possible opportunity for social science

data and principles of interpretation to be t¡eated by various agencies of government as

pafi of thefu stå.ndard informational input" (Wallace 1976:13). Yet informational input

is a very small part of the decision-making process. Cognizant of this, Chambers is

optimistic about the anthropological pursuit of policy culture and praxis theor¡f as he

zThe concept of praxis will-
Suffice it to say that praxis is a
applicat.ion of knowledge.

be explored in chapter four.
form of knowl-edge based on the
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states, "I consider policy research and contract work to be one of the most promising

areas in anthropology...In my view, it has been our reluctance to pay closer attention to

these settings (to the "culture of policy", if you will), that leads us to study interesting

social problems while only rarely confronting differences between theory and practice"

(Chambers 1977:4L9). If anthropologists are concerned with affecting social issues

through social policy they must examine the socio-political processes of power, the

culture of policy, and explore the relationship between theory and practice.

This is evident to some authors who are concerned with the lack of attention

anthropologists are receiving from scholars and administrators on the concept of

multiculturalism (Perry 1992; Greenbaum 1992). Greenbaum has urgently calted out to

anthropologists, "especially those with applied proclivities, to take up the challenge of

defining multiculturalism and its implications" (Greenbaum 1992:408). She goes on to

explain that this request is not a plea for anthropologists to take a political stand, but

rather to:

make use of the basic concepts and data of anthropology to strip away the
demagoguery and correct the rampant misuse of terms like culture and
ethnicity, which the legions of our discipline have so painstakingly devised
and refined over the course of many decades... Cultural diversity and the
concept of relativism are under fre. Basic tenets of anthropology command
an uncommonly and uncomfortably central position in this debate. At stake
in the outcome of this struggle is the very core of what the discipline is all
about. Also at stake is the ability of our ideas to find currency in the real
world of policy (Greenbaum 1992:408).

By understanding multiculturalism and influencing such social issues through

social policy, anthropologists can contribute to the professional development of anthropology.
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The starting point of influencing social issues through social policy is the

clarification of goals. As Lasswell indicates, "the starting point [of goal clarification] is

self-observation of conscious and unconscious value perspectives" through an

understanding of the problem's social context (Lasswell 1968:182). As was stated earlier,

anthropologists can make a contribution to social policy by providing a social context to

administrators and by identifying and articulating values and existing goals of a social

policy that may be vague. Many authors (Tator and Henry l99l; Greenbaum 1992;Perry

1992; Berry 1984: Stasiulis 1980; Keefe 1989; Fleras and Elliott) have strongly called out

for the social sciences to influence multicultural policy for the sake of the practical

development of multiculturalism. A vigorous practical effort will develop a clear

conception of a multiculturalism policy and address many social issues concerning

multiculturalism.

1.3.3 Summary

This first chapter describes the current situation of anthropological thought on

multiculturalism, suggests a general problem, sets up the theoretical background employed

in the thesis, and provides legitimacy to the idea that anthropology can and is addressing

issues of multiculnrralism; theoretically and practically. The terms, assumptions and

values implicit in the discourse on multiculturalism are in need of a contextual

understanding and resolution. In other words, Canadians must define the terms used in

discussion of multiculturalism; they must understand the context of Multiculturalism; and

develop a process of resolving differing values within a single society. A framework is
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requfued to categorize and operationalizn the terms and concepts used in this arena.

Anthropology is useful here because anthropologists can provide descriptions of current

situations; a starting point of observation and analysis for meaningful discourse and

reconstruction. The strengths of anthropological discourse ate its dependence on long-

term, intimate, fust-hand interaction with the people of study. It is at this level that

anthropologists can provide a frame of reference to understand the social processes that

are maintained and constructed daily. Anthropology contributes to policy and

multiculturalism issues by providing a conceptual background as well as a descrþtion and

analysis of the workings of a multicultural society. But anthropologists need to develop

the discipline beyond providing information for decision-makers that may or may not be

used. Anthropologists need to understand the process of power and become influential

within this process. Throughout this thesis it wilt be stressed that,

ethnicity emerges and is made relevant through social situations and
encounters, and through people's ways of coping with the demands and
challenges of life. From its vantage point right at the centre of local life,
social anthropology is in a unique position to investigate these processes.
Anthropological approaches also enable us to explore the ways in which
ethnic relations are being defined and perceived by people... The
significance of ethnic membership to people can best be investigated
through that detailed on-the-ground research which is the hatlmark of
anthropology. Finally, social anthropology, ¿N a comparative discipline,
studies both differences and similarities between ethnic phenomena. It
thereby provides a nuanced and complex vision of ethnicity in the
contemporary world (Eriksen 1993:l-2).

It is with these assumptions that I will explore Canadian multiculturalism. Since

terms and definitions ¿ue culturally constructed, we need to continually understand the

context of history, the cunent context of people's values, and the possibilities of

multiculturalism policy to provide effective applied multiculturalism. By using the tools
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of anthropology, anthropologists can assist in the construction of terms and in the efforts

to reconcile a variety of multicultural issues. This, then, is anthropologically informed

multiculturalism. In later chapters I will present data on an organization involved in

working towards implementation of the multiculturalism policy in Canadian society.
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CHAPTER TWO
An Historical Context of Canadian Multiculturalism

2.0 HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Anthropological research provides useful qualitative and quantitative information;

it develops a contextual framework for analysis and provides insight into a variety of

broad interrelated and complex issues. In studying social policy, the purpose is "to

construct effective strategies of action used to achieve desired goals" (van Willigen

1986:143). However, it is necessary to gain a contextual understanding of the social

situation and understand the goals of a society before constructing strategies to achieve

these agreed upon goals. This is where anthropological knowledge is vitally important

in contributing to social policy. Moreover, anthropological knowledge can provide

contextual knowledge on the issue of multiculturalism. To gain a contextual

understanding of Canadian multiculturalism in the mid-1990s it is necessary to examine

the genesis and series of events that comprise the history of multiculturalism in Canada.

2.0.0 InternatÍonal Context

The idea of multiculturalism in Canada emerged from a variety of influences and

events some of which were directly related to global events. Afær World War II the

world experienced profound changes. There occurred a massive relocation of peoples and

a new power structure emerged in which the United States and the USSR assumed a twin

dominant st¿tus in the world and accordingly greatly influenced world affairs.

Consequently, these world powers displaced the United Kingdom as the dominant nation,
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hence the U.K. assumed a lower political status with the rest of the world. With the

decrease in the power of the United Kingdom and the new political order, there came

movements of decolonialization in many countries (Vadney 1987:87). This resulted in

a variety of conflicts and out-migrations from countries where groups were vying for

political power, particularly in eastern European countries. Consequently, the combination

of wat, refugees and discriminatory immigration policies of Western countries stimulated

international recognition of these socio-political disasters and prompted efforts to manage

the aftermath. The rise of decolonialization and massive relocation of peoples influenced

the international community to become increasingly concerned with human rights,

specifically the rights of minorities particularly during the 1960s (Hawkins 1988:12).

2.0.L DomestÍc Context

In Canada, the war initiated massive and rapid change; a change that turned

Canada into an international presence. Before World 'War II, Canada was "a small,

conservative and relatively isolated countr¡/" (Hawkins 1988:12). Following World War

II Canadian governments have worked to make Canada a modern state. Canada

experienced a great increase in immigration levels since World War II; it doubled in

population admitting "over 5 million immigrants and refugees" (Hawkins 1988:1I &.l2).

A massive influx of immigrants from Europe prompted those in Ottawa to rethink the role

and status of the "other ethnics" within the evolving dynamic of Canadian society during

the mid-1960s (Fleras and Elliott 1992:7I). By the laæ 1960s events occurred that

provided the milieu for the appearance of political confrontations;
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Pressures for change stemmed from the growing assertiveness of Canada's
aboriginal peoples, the force of Québécois nationalism, and resentment
among the ethnic minorities restive about their place in society. The
situation in Quebec was particularly criticat. Drawn to their own collective
identity, the Québécois resented their exclusion from the central political
institutions and symbolic order of Canadian society (Fleras and Elliott
1992:71-72).

During the early 1960s Quebec underwent an internal revolution known as the

Quiet Revolution; it changed Quebec's internal structure and its external relationship with

the rest of Canada. As well, an aboriginal nationalistic movement arose in reaction to

the 1969 White Paper proposal of the Federal government to revise the Indian Act

(Weaver 1981:5). The environment in which the 1960s Canadian government operated,

was one in which the issues of national unity, ethnic diversity, and the rise of various

ethnic political movements were of paramount concern to Canadians. Civit rights and

anti-poverty movements in the United States and the youth movement and activism on

Canadian campuses enhanced this envi¡onment (W'eaver 1981:15). Given the international

and domestic environment of the 1960s, "it is not surprising ... that Canadian politicians

and administrators were open to new ways of managing this great increase in population"

(Hawkins 1988:12).

2.1 THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON BILINGUALISM AND BICULTURALISM

2.1.0 Origin

In 1963, Ott¿wa commissioned a report to reconcile the emerging Quebec

nationalism with Canadian federalism. The mandate of the Royal Commission on

Bilingualism and Biculturalism, hereafter referred to as the B & B, was to:
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inquire into and report upon the existing state of bilingualism and
biculturalism in Canada and to recommend what steps should be taken to
develop the Canadian Confederation on the basis of an equal partnership
between the two founding races, taking into account the contribution made
by other ethnic groups to the cultural enrichment of Canada and the
measures that should be taken to safeguard that contribution (Canada
1965:151).

The phrase "two founding races" in this quotation is quite problematic in that

"race", as it is used in this sense, does not denote that the French and English are separate

species, rather the phrase connotes the two distinct nations that negotiated Canadian

Confederation in L867; namely the British and French colonies.

2.1.1 The Quiet RevolutÍon

Many authors consider the increase in Quebec nationalism of the 1960s a

consequence of the "Quiet Revolution" that originated in the late 1950s. The phrase

"Quiet Revolution" refers to "Quebec's movsment of reform, technological advance and

modernization which found its origins in the later years of the Duplessis regime and burst

forth in the sweeping reforms of Jean [æsage's Liberal Government from 1960 to 1966

(Bennett and Jaenen 1986:495). With the rise of Quebec nationalism, Québécois

increasingly expressed sentiments of independence and separation from the rest of

Canada. The explicit mandate of the B & B, then, was to inquire into and report on the

existing state of bilingualism and biculturalism in Canada that was at a point of crisis

between the British-Canadians and the French-Canadians. The commission placed the

foundation of this crisis at the confederation of Canada. Furthermore, the commissioners
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were instructed to recommend steps to develop the Canadian confederation and to

est¿blish the place and role of these previously separate nations.

With the initiation of the B & B, the federal government primarity saw only one

mandate; address Québécois' concerns. Many other Canadians viewed Quebec

nationalism as a threat that would undermine the primarily Anglo- dominated power base

of Canada. In fact it would. Quebec's political power was fundamentally important to

Canada since "Quebec's secession would destroy Confederation" (Weaver 1981:14).

Moreover, the B & B Commissioners explicitly recognized that "Canada, without being

fully conscious of the fact, [was] passing through the greatest crisis in its history"

(Canada 1965:13). The Commissioners also indicated that Canada had "come to a time

when decisions must be taken and developments must occur leading either to its break-up,

or to a new set of conditions for its future existence" (Canada 1965:133). This crisis

emerged because although Quebec had considerable political power since confederation

it was only after the "Quiet Revolution" that the Québécois began using this power. The

government appeared to react in a way that would appease Québécois anti-Angto

sentiments and keep Quebec in Confederation as a powerful voting constituency; the B

& B was intended to be that appeasement.

2.1.2 The "Other Ethnic" Groups

When the Terms of Reference for the B & B were formed in July of 1963, the

commissioners were instructed to take into account "the contributions made by other
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ethnic groups to the cultural enrichment of Canada" (Canada 1965:173). This st¿tement

may have come from political pressures applied by ethnic groups to recognize and include

their own interests and contributions to the new "equal partnership" character of Canada.

Yet the commissioners perceived this statement as a minor part of the fundamental

mandate that was to report and recommend steps to develop the Canadian Confederation

on an equal partnership between the two founding races (sic) (Canada 1965:173).

2.1.3 Ideas on Ethnicity

During the initial stages of the B & B, the prevailing understanding of culture held

that ideologies that were marginal to a society's dominant ideology would assimilate to

the dominant culture or would fade out of existence. This was the case in Canada when

considering aboriginal peoples as it was when considering people of non-British descent.

Accordingly, many academics (i.e. anthropologists) assumed a position that they were in

a tace against time to record various minority cultures before they became subsumed

under dominant cuhures. Although the Canadian government indicated their support for

the expression of various cultures, it was in the context that people assumed that these

ethnic groups would inevitably assimilate. Barth's ideas on the permanence of ethnicity

had not yet been written. It is with this understanding of ethnic groups that the character

and philosophical foundation of multiculturalism was established.
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2.1.4 FÍrst Reference to Multiculturalism

The working paper developed by the commissioners, in December l963,built upon

the terms of reference and consequently developed the meaning of the phrase "taking into

account the contribution made by the other ethnic groups to the cultural enrichment of

Canada and the measures that should be taken to safeguard that contribution" (Canada

1965:173). The commissioners created a working paper to assist those who were

preparing briefs for the Commission and although this paper placed some emphasis on

other ethnic groups, the commissioners still saw this contribution as something partial to

the essentially Bicultural character of Canada. The commissioners immediately and

explicitly rejected any official recognition to the other ethnic groups of Canada yet also

rejected the idea that other cultures were something to transform. This placed the other

ethnic groups in a liminal state because the Federal government intended Canada to

become a country of bilingual and bicultural character. Evidence for this position is

found in a section of the working paper entitled The "other" cultures. The Commissioners

concluded this section by rejecting "two extreme positions: ...that which proposes to

forget the other cultures or sees them above all as something to transform; [and] that

which would see them given official recognition" (Canada 1965:187). This gave "other

ethnic groups" a symbolic recognition but not official status.

It is also in this section of the 1963 working paper, that the ffust govemment

reference to the term "multiculturalism" may be found:

In summary we can say that the mainspring (l'idee-force) of the terms of
reference is the question of bilingualism and biculturalism (i.e. English and
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French) adding immediately that this mainspring is working in a situation
where there is the fact of multiculturalism multiculturalism that must not
be suppressed as quickly as possible (the proverbial melting pot), but on
the contrary, respected and safeguarded despite not being given official
recognition (Canada 1965:187 ; emphasis mine).

This sentence provided the context for the "other cultures" to voice their concerns

to the Canadian government and created an opportunity for the genesis of multiculturalism

policy in Canada. This initial reference to the term "multiculturalism" legitimized and

further promoted the idea of multiculturalism. It also may have stimulated the idea that

the B & B commissioners would entertain and address issues that were on the periphery

of the primary focus; that is bilingualism and biculturalism.

2. 1.5 Commissioners Reject Offi cial MultÍculturalism

In 1965 Ottawa published A Preliminarv Report of the Roval Commission on

Bilingualism and Biculturalism and although the commission listened to the positions and

demands of the other ethnic groups, they still maintained the FrenchÆnglish dualistic

structure of Canada and rejected a multicultural approach to Canada (Canada 1965:187).

Moreover, the report's conclusions reaffirmed the priority ståtus of Canada's bilingual and

bicultural framework.

2.2 POLITICAL FACTORS OF THE LATE 1960s

2.2,0 Canadian Identity

Canadian society had undergone many changes since 1945; accordingly, Canadians

experienced a re-evaluation of values and goals throughout the 1960s and beyond. The
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demography of post-war Canada began to drastically change in 1962 with the abolishment

of discriminatory immigration policies. Many groups experienced historical reassessment

and strengthened their own sense of Canadian identity; stimulated by the commemoration

of the 1867 Canadian confederation. People frequently questioned national unity, the

media was rife with news of the civil rights movement in the United States and many

Canadians began to develop a concern for their own minority status and rights to cultural

and linguistic expression. As a result, "many ethnic groups found the dualist image

conveyed by the recommendations of the Royal Commission on Biculturalism and

Bilingualism offensive and sought official assurance that their own aspirations and

interests would not be overlooked" (Jackson 1986:106).

For its part, the B & B did fulfil its mandaæ; it presented the concerns of the

Québécois and the concerns of other Canadians. The report outlined Quebec's rejection

of Ottawa's paternalism and the Québécois desire "to participate actively in determining

the political, social, economic and cultural anangements that would best fulfil their

aspirations" (Jackson 1986:99). Consequently there has been a change in the relationship

between English and French Canada; the relationship between Quebec and the rest of

Canada has become one in which there is "a remarkable degree of convergence between

the political attitudes of the citizens of that province and the rest of Canada" (Jackson

1986:100). However, the federal policies of the late 1960s and early 1970s failed to

satisfy Quebec nationalism. Moreover, these and other federal policies sparked conflicts

among other Canadian groups. For example, the enactment of the Official Languages Act
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in 1969 declared Canadian federal institutions officially bilingual. This Act addressed

some of Quebec's concerns but it became vigorously contested in Canada, particularty in

western Canada. Later, the announcement of multiculturalism within a bilingual

framework addressed the concerns of the "other ethnic" communities, those mainly in

western Canada, but sparked opposition from Quebec.

2.2.1Political Fressures of Other Canadian Groups

Although the government reacted to the greatest political crisis in Canada's

history, Quebec nationalism was only one of many emerging ethnocultural movements

demanding identity recognition and changes to the Anglo- dominant power structure in

Canada. For example, in 1969 a Canadian aboriginal nationalistic movement ignited in

reaction to the governments' proposed changes to the Indian Act (Weaver 1981:9). As

well, in 1969, Canada was not only ethnically more diverse, but also much more

sophisticated in ttrat the ethnic communities held the capacity to bargain with the

government (Hawkins 1988:15). The Ukrainian-Canadian community was a highly vocal

and organized ethnocultural group. The high proportion of presentations made to the B

& B commissioners by representatives of this community compared to the proportion of

presentations made by other communities illustrates the assertive voice of the Ukrainian-

Canadian community during the 1960s.
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2.2.2 The Shift in the DesÍred Vote

As was previously stated, government reaction to Quebec nationalism was the B

& B report initiated by Pearson's Liberal government. It is important to note that

traditionally, the Liberal party's "most important element [for] success ... was the capture

and maintenance of Quebec support" (Jackson 1986:509). However, during the 1960s,

the population base of Quebec began to substantially decrease. This resulted in a

decrease of political power for Quebec. Meanwhile, the Ukrainian community in western

Canada displayed a süong political voice in their efforts to obtain policies of cultural

retention. As well, factors such as the regionalization of the federal parties' support and

the fact that the Liberals held minority governments from 1962-l968led to increased

attention to and efforts to gain an alternative vote; the ethnic vote (Bociurkiw 1978:101).

2.2.3 Shift in the Concept of Ethnic

During the late 1960s new academic writings introduced alternative understandings

of ethnicity and group development. Barth's essay on ethnic boundaries, as I outlined in

chapter one, is the seminal work of this period. The revitalization movements and

reaffirmation of ethnic identity of the 1960s challenged the idea that ethnic groups would

eventually assimilate or become extinct. BaÍh's ideas drastically altered the perception

of ethnicity and culture, yet they became widely accepted by the academic community.

Due to the changes in Canadian demography; a re-evaluation of Canadian identity; a shift

in the desired vote; and changes to the relationship between Canadian groups, attitudes

toward ethnic groups changed and accordingly the government had to address this new
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political environment. The question is: did they address this new environment with

substantial policies and action?

2.3 TTRODUCTION OF CANADA'S MULTICULTURALISM POLICY

On October 8, 1971, Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau rose in the House of

Commons to announce government support for a policy of multiculturalism and st¿ted the

following:

It was the view of the royal commission lon Bilingualism and
Biculturalisml, shared by the government and, I am sure by all canadians,
that there cannot be one cultural policy for Canadians of British and
French origin, another for the original peoples and yet a third for arl
others. For although there are two official languages, there is no fficial
culture, nor does any ethnic group take precedence over any other. No
citizen or group of citizens is other than Canadian, and all should be
treated fairly (Hansard 197I:8545; emphasis mine).

In fact, there is an official culture of Canada; it is based on British culture. It is

impossible for a society, particularly a complex state society, to exist without an official

culture. Although Canadian culture is based on British culture, tt is not British culture,

rather Canadian culture evolves as its own culture. This evolution of culture; the give and

take of various influences on Canadian culture is precisely the directive that the

multiculturalism policy must pursue.

2.3.0 The Initiat Purpose of the Mutticulturalism Poticy

The multiculturalism policy was to have four objectives: "to preserve human

rights; to develop a Canadian identity; to strengthen citizen participation; and to

encourage cultural diversification within a bilingual framework" (Hawkins 1988:16). The
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government intended to implement multiculturalism policy by providing support in four

ways:

First, resources permitting, the government will seek to assist all Canadian
cultural groups that have demonstrated a desire and effort to continue to
develop a capacity to grow and contribute to Canada, and a clear need for
assistance, the small and weak groups no less than the strong and highly
organized. Second the government will assist members of all cultural
groups to overcome cultural barriers to full participation in Canadian
society. Thifd, the government will promote creative encounters and
interchange among all Canadian groups in the interest of national unity.
Fourth, the government will continue to assist immigrants to acquire at
least one of canada's official languages in order to become full
participants in Canadian society (Canada 197l:8546).

Federal multiculturalism initially focused on the needs of European immigrants,

that is, "cultural preservation and sharing as reflected in festivals, organizattons, heritage

language classes, and dance troupes -- 'celebrating diversity"' (Fleras & Elliott 199274).

These objectives most likely originated from the strong influence of the Ukrainian-

Canadian community in composing the character of the multiculturalism policy.

2.3.1 Ukrainian Community Influence on MultÍculturalism

Although the Ukrainian-Canadian community was numerically smaller than the

German-Canadian and Italian-Canadian communities, [he "LJkrainian Canadians have

undoubtedly played the leading role in the development and dissemination of the ideas

and policy demands that eventually crystallized into the policy of multiculturalism"

(Bociurkiw 1978:100). This leading role was rooted in Ukrainian immigrants' political

motives underlying [Ikrainian emigration from Ukraine; "a strong sense or collective

responsibility for the preservation of the group's ethnocultural values in Canada while
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these values were being suppressed by the alien rulers of Ukraine" (Bociurkiw 1978:101).

This attempt at preserving Ukrainian culture within Canadian hegemony corresponds to

a phenomenon that Linton identified as "perpetuative nativism" (Linton 1943:Z3l).

Perpetuative nativism is a social phenomenon in which groups "have developed elaborate

and conscious techniques for the perpetuation of selected aspects of thefu curïent culture

and are unalterably opposed to assimilation into the alien society which surrounds them".

(Linton 1943:231). The Ukrainian-Canadian community's bias toward cultural

preservation combined with their instrumental role in defining the character of

multiculturalism policy greatly directed the initial purpose of multiculturalism policy

toward cultural preservation.

2.3.2 Mult¡culturalism as a Response to Political Pressures

Why did Trudeau, in I97I, propose a government policy of "multiculturalism

within a bilingual framework"? The Commissioners rejected multiculturalism outright;

the "other ethnic groups" had expressed their concerns and affected minor changes to the

report yet had failed to obligate the commissioners to discuss and develop

multiculturalism. Québécois still felt that Ottâwa failed to address their concerns;

furttrermore, Quebec strongly opposed multiculturalism. Most of the rest of Canada,

particularly western Canada, rejected officiat bilingualism with much hostility. Yet in

t97I Canada had an official policy of multiculturalism within a bilingual framework.

Given this hostile environment, how did this policy emerge?
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Many authors (Brotz 1980; Hawkins 1988; Burnet l984;and Burke 1984) indicate

that the introduction of multiculturalism policy was partly accidental and partly done in

response to a shift in political pressures. Multiculturalism emerged, in part, as a response

to the "ethnic reaction" and its political pressure on the Federal government.

Multiculturalism within a bilingual framework also emerged as an intentional method for

the Liberals to diffuse politically tense situations and to secure new political support. The

Liberal government needed to defuse the crisis of Québécois pressure on federalism (the

original mandate of the B & B); it needed to neutralize the impact of the Official

Languages Act; it needed to strengthen Liberal electoral power in the West where

opposition to bilingualism was the strongest; and it needed to fill a void in Canadian

cultural identity that came with the weakening of Anglo-conformity as a central

ideological construct for Canada (Fleras &, Elliott 1992:72). Perhaps political

manuevering is still the intention of contemporary federal and provincial government

policies and actions concerning multiculturalism

Political support for the Liberals in Quebec had been drastically decreasing during

the 1960's, and the Liberals saw a new source of political support in the "ethnic vote".

Furthermore, the Liberal government opted for a superficial policy full of hidden agendas

with no intention for change, power-sharing, or even consultative public participation in

Canadian politics (Hawkins 1988:16-17). Perhaps the ambiguous and deficient nature of

the multiculturalism policy was not due to accident¿l construction as it was a purposeful

superficial effort by the government to exploit the ethnic vote. This original superficial
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construction of multiculturalism consequently resulted in many problems for

implementation and much animosity between Canadian groups.

The emergence of multiculturalism within a bilingual framework came from three

events. First, the initial pressure by the "other ethnic groups", of which the Ukrainian-

Canadian community applied the most pressure, to include reference of their contribution

to Canada in the B & B. Second, the legitimization of the multicultural character of

Canada by the Commissioners, yet the simultaneous rejection of official recognition of

this multiculturalism. Thfud, the Liberals' attempts at exploiting a new voting

constituency (the "other ethnics") and simult¿neous partial accommodation of Québécois

concerns and opponents of official bilingualism.

2.3.3 Conflict Among Canadian Groups

Quebec immediately regarded the idea of multiculturalism within a bilingual

framework as an insult to the Québécois. Quebec immediately rejected multiculturalism

because,

it implied equalify among groups, and equal status, and that is something
that Quebec, as one of canada's founding nations, would never accept.
The Trudeau government was aware of this and if they forgot, the Premier
of Quebec [Robert Bourassa], sent a strong letter indicaûng Québécois
disapproval (Hawkins 1988: 18).

Bourassa stated that "the multicultural policy ... clearly contradicts the mandate

of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism as defined by the

Government of Canada ... Quebec does not accept your government's approach to the
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principle of multiculturalism" (Palmer L975:152). This policy and other federal policies

creatnd an envi¡onment in which the Québécois, British-Canadians, the various

ethnocultural groups and the aboriginal people were politically hostile toward each other

in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Although the multiculturalism policy was intended to compose national unity,

Canada was greatly fragmented. The multiculturalism policy did not create fragmentation

of Canadian society; fragmentation had been developing for over one hundred years since

Canadian Confederation. However, the multiculturalism policy also did not effectively

contribute to national unity; an objective in the original mandate of the multiculturalism

policy. Multiculturalism did provide a vehicle with which Canadians could express their

dissatisfaction with the socio-political structure of Canadian society and a venue to play

out inter-group hostilities. Pan of the ineffectiveness of the multiculturalism policy was

due to the Trudeau government's effort to gain power from a new base, namely the

ethnocultural community. Yet the Liberals did not ignore Quebec because it was still a

valuable constituency. While the Trudeau government seemed to be making efforts at

reconciling conflict between the various groups of Canada, it was maintaining the status

quo and perhaps exacerbating conflicts between groups. As Fleras and Eltiott state "on

the surface, Trudeau's multiculturalism appeared to encourage the retention and promotion

of ethnic groups and communities. But a closer reading reveals the exact opposite ... The

policy dissuaded minorities from est¿blishing organizations and institutions at variance

with French or English structures" (Fleras & Elliott 199273), Canadian groups began to
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work against each other's interests in competition for official recognition and political

power. This animosity benveen various groups is still quite prevalent in Canadian

society. If it had not orchestrated the animosity between groups the federal govemment

had certainly fostered it due ineffective policies and management.

2.4 CHALLENGES TO THE MULTICULTURALISM POLICY

Although a policy of multiculturalism existed in Canada, there was a general

confusion about the st¿tus and uses of multiculturalism in Canadian politics that had many

politicians asking "what was it meant to achieve and which constituency was it primarily

intended to serye?" (Hawkins 1989:224). A question that has yet to be addressed by

politicians, the civil service or by Canadian citizens.

2.4.0 Immigration and Changing Demography

According to Fleras and Elliott, "Canada's demographic composition has altered

dramatically in the last 125 years. Only I percent of Canada's population was not British

or French at the time of Confederation in 1867" (Fleras and Elliott L992:44). There were

three identifiable waves of immigrants from central and eastern Europe. The fi¡st wave

of immigrants c¿rme between 1896 and 1914 to settle the West. A second wave of eastern

European immigrants came to Canada during the 1920s. The post-Second World War

period resulted in the third wave of refugees and immigrants to Canada from war-torn

Europe (Fleras and Elliott 1992:44). However, between I97I and 1986 immigrants from
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non-European countries became more common. Major changes were happening in

immigration; for example:

Between 1945 and 1970, European countries were the largest source of
countries of immigration to canada. Between l97l and 1980, although
Europe was still the single largest source of immigrants, immigrants from
non-European countries became more common. Between 1981 and 1986,
Asia was the largest single source of new immigrants to Canada (Canada
1990:64; a graph illustrating the changes in immigration from 1945 to
1986 is presented in Appendix I).

In the late 1960s, immigration regulations went through changes that eventually

affected the development of the multiculturalism policy. Irr 1967, the Immigration

Regulations cont¿ined an important provision, Section 34, thatpermitted visitors to apply

for landed immigrant status from within Canada. The same year saw the passing of the

Immigration Appeal Board Act. These policy changes resulted in a great flood of

immigrants coming to Canada who would, if rejected from landed immigrant status, apply

to the Appeal Boæd on humanitarian and compassionate grounds. By 1972 the Liberal

government decided to revoke Section 34 of the 1967 Immigration Regulations.

However, immigration between the years 1967 and 1986 greatty altered the demography

of Canada and indirectly affected the mandate of the multiculturalism poticy.

Consequently many immigrants to Canada during this time were from non-European

countries; countries from which immigrants to Canada were not traditionally accepted.

2.4.1Mandate Shift of the MultÍculturalism PolÍcy

Originally, Multiculturalism funded food fairs, carnivals and other such events.

As well, multiculturalism was originally intended to solely apply to "the other ethnic
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groups", mainly Canadians whose ancestry originated in eastern Europe, but over the

years it increasingly came to be applied to the ethnic groups from non-European countries

and eventually to all Canadians; aboriginals, British, French and others (Burnet 1984'2I).

The mandate of the multiculturalism policy originally focused on cultural preservation,

but this soon had to be altered as Fleras and Elliott indicate that,

the architects of the 1971 policy had perceived barriers to social adaptation
and economic success largely in linguistic or cultural terms. But
rethinking was in order with the first major increase in the flow of visible
minority immigrants ... Race relations policies were put in place to
discover, isolate, combat and purge the country of racial discrimination at
personal and institutional levels (Fleras and Elliott 1992:74-75).

By the late 1980's "demographic, political, and social forces bearing down on the

government magnified the need for modifications to the multicultural agenda" (Fleras and

Elliott 1992:75). Consequently, the areas that tended to get funding in the 1980s were

education, research, conferences, and heritage language classes. With the changes in

immigration and demography of Canada, many ethnocultural communities were

unconcerned with cultural preservation, rather they were concerned with racism and socio-

economic inequality in Canada. Due to the political pressures of these communities,

Canadian multiculturalism policy has been gradually shifting from a focus of preserving

and enhancing cultural heritage to instilling positive attitudes and behaviours tow¿¡tds all

ethnic groups and to eliminate unfair discrimination and prejudice. But as Fleras and

Ellion point out,

the establishment of multiculturalism as an official doctrine is not likety
to have originated from the mere presence of demographic diversity. The
growing awareness of this diversity followed by its subsequent expression
at social and political levels is crucial ... while nonvisible minorities have
long been a part of Canada, the percentage of visible minorities has
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expanded dramatically in response to changing immigration patterns and
policies. People of colour now amount to more than 6.3 percent of
Canada's population, with anticipated tot¿ls of nearly l0 percent by the
year 2000 (Fleras and Elliott I99Z:48 &52).

2.4.2 Academic Challenge

As the field of multiculturalism grew in Canada, academics became concerned

about its theoretical validation. According to Friesen, John Porter saw multiculturalism

as a fraud perpetuated by the British descendants upon all other Canadians to maintain

the social order; the "vertical mosaic". Other academics were critical of the policy and

suggested that it would result in fragmenting Canadian society (Friesen 1985:5). Some

social scientists have enunciated four propositions on which the field of multiculturalism

rests:

That there are greater differences between individuals within any racial or
cultural group than there are between groups themselves. This discredits
the concept that there are self-contained, pure groups that are readily
distinguishable from one another and that the differences between these
groups are unbridgeable. Second, the social sciences have contributed
toward the definition of the "good life" and it was found that the
characteristics of the good life - decent tiving conditions, respect for one's
fellows, and equality before the law - find almost complete unanimity
among peoples of almost any ethnic background. The establishment of a
new emphasis on the concept of "individuality" and a de-emphasis on the
individual's particular background. And finally that generosity and
goodwill are indicative of healthy personal adjustment (Friesen 1985:6).

Berry proposes that "a central question is whether the [multiculturalism] policy

intends to encourage the maintenance of numerous and full-scale cultural systems ... or

whether it is designed to be supportive of some lesser phenomenon (such as various

aspects of ethnicity which are derived from a full cultural system)" (Beny 1984:355). In

other words, is multiculturalism intended to create an environment where there are
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separate self-maintained ethnic enclaves or is it intended to work within a single self-

sustaining cultural system in which the groups find themselves? In essence, there are

three challenges: the changes to Canada's demography and the consequent value changes

and conflicts; the development of a political will to respond effectively to these changes;

and the development of an adequate understanding and application of the characteristics

and nature of a multicultural society.

2.5 THE MULTCULTURALISM ACT

How do those in government understand multiculturalism? The Canadian

Multiculturalism Act of 1988 explicitly outlines Canada's policy of multiculturalism.

There is a twofold framework of the policy stated in the Act. First, it is the responsibility

of the federal government to promote issues of social and economic integration and

adaptation; second, it is the responsibility of the government to deal with issues of

heritage preservation. It is interesting to examine the language of the Multiculturalism

Act because it illustrates the government's intentions for the implementation of

multiculturalism policy.

There are only two defined tenns in the Multiculturalism Act; "federal institution"

and "Minister". It does not define multiculturalism, ethnocultural groups, or heritage.

Next, the Act describes the relationship between the Canadian government and Canadian

society with reference to the government's multiculturalism policy. Essentially, the

Multiculturalism Act purports that the government acts passively in its relationship with
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society on multiculturalism matters. The government will take on the responsibility of

promoting multiculturalism to the members of society but will not take on any

responsibilities of ensuring or enforcing multiculturalism on the members of society. Two

of the strongest statements in the Act are found in section 3. First, section 3(1Xe) states

that the government will "ensure that all individuals receive equal treatment and equal

protection under the law, while respecting and valuing their diversity" (Canada 1988:4).

Second, section 3(1XÐ states that the government will "preserve and enhance the use of

languages other than English and French, while strengthening the status and use of the

official languages of Canada" (Canada 1988:4).

The statements on the government's relationship with its institutions are stronger

than the statements on the relationship between the government and society. In this

relationship, the government has more control and responsibility concerning its institutions

than to society. For example, Section 3(2) of the Multiculturalism Act indicates that the

federal institutions shall ensure that Canadians of atl origins have an equal opportunity

to obtain employment and advancement in those institutions. In contrast, Section 3(1)

indicates that the policy of the Government of Canada is to promote the full and equitable

participation of individuals and communities of all origins in the continuing evolution and

shaping of all aspects of Canadian society and asslsr them in the elimination of any

barrier to such participation. My point is that the language is different in each section;

where the government states its relationship with federal institutions, the wording is

strong: "the federal institutions shall ensure ... equal opportunity" but the relationship
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between the government and society is stated through weaker terms such as "promote"

and "cssis/" in elimination of barriers. Furthermore, although several statements in this

section are strong, they exist without penalties; if the government fails to fulfit its

obligations there is no legal recourse to make the government accountable. The

government is not obligated to create or initiate any programs to address multicultural

issues. However, the government is responsible for setting an example to be followed by

Canadian society. The result of these st¿ted relationships and an impotent implementation

strategy without a mechanism for enforcement is a weak and disappointing Act that lacks

substance in addressing any multiculturalism issue. However, if the onus of responsibility

for daily implementation of multiculturalism rests with society, then the efforts made by

communities at the local level are primarily important to examine and develop to those

committed to effective implementation of multiculturalism policy.

In 1990 I conducted interviews with six public servants who implement

multiculturalism in Winnipeg, Manitoba. This section presents their view of

multiculturalism and the problems or obstacles that are encountered when attempts are

made at implementing multiculturalism.

According to those I interviewed, the most obvious and largest problem

confronting multiculturalism is that the concept itself is unclear to both policy makers and

the general public. The ambiguity of the concept of multiculturalism leads to many
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problems in the implementation and evaluation of this social policy. One of the most

widely held perception of multiculturalism is that its sole purpose is to promote ethnic

arts and entertainment. The majority of Canadians see multiculturalism as a forum for

song and dance. They experience various cultures through exposure to costumes, exotic

dances, and different kinds of beer. Another view of multiculturalism is that it is a policy

that only addresses the concerns of a minor segment of Canada's population; ttre so-called

"other ethnic groups". This view purports that official bilingualism and separatist issues

are for people of French descent, aboriginal self-determination is for aboriginal peoples,

and multiculturalism is for those who are not part of these two groups nor mainstream

Anglo-Canadians. Furthermore, the concerns of "other ethnic groups" are often perceived

to be accommodation issues whereby Canadians feel that they must buckle under the

demands of immigrants. These views and misinterpretations of the multiculturalism

policy, held by a majority of Canadians, create obstacles for the implementation of a

much broader view of multiculturalism.

The ambiguity, the variety of views and the misconceptions of multiculturalism

are soms of the reasons why it is such a sensitive and controversial issue. In fact, any

evaluation of the multiculturalism policy, that is essential for development, is often

viewed as an attack on multiculturalism. Consequently criticisms of multiculturalism

policy are met with a backlash from many ethnocultural groups, the government and

many other Canadian institutions.
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2.6.0 Conclusions

The convoluted history of multiculturalism rests upon political pressures exerted

from various groups across Canada and a hidden agenda from Ottawa. Those in

government, by their actions, positioned various groups against each other while they

maintained a policy of paternalism toward all these groups in a bid to maintain power and

the status quo. Multiculturalism emerged from many influences: an increase in the

political awareness of the ethnocultural communities in Canada; the liberal post-War

changes and developments of immigrant and refugee policies and programs; and the

international climate toward human rights and minorities. However, Multiculturalism has

never had well-defined policy goals. The result of this absence of well-defined goals is

the development of a perception that society is being reshaped to acquiesce to the so-

called trivial wants of minority groups and that money is being spent in areas of marginal

need. A perception that is viewed as a threat to the unity, success, and development of

Canada.

Regardless of the original intentions of the multiculturalism policy, this policy has

been gaining a momentum of its own and has evolved from its original state toward

maturity through the works of qualified politicians and academics, continual political

pressures by communities and dialogue between groups. Hawkins states that although

much has been written on multiculturalism in recent years, the topics rarely proclaim the

virtues of multiculturalism to a wider audience. What must be done is a concentrated

effort in the examination of what multiculfuralism means to Canadian society as a whole
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and reach the general public (Hawkins 1989:221). The true mission of multiculturalism

seems to be to create a more just, accepting and caring society and to contribute to the

field of ethnic relations and political conflict resolution between the va¡ious cultural

groups that constitute Canadian society.

Anthropology does provide insight and underst¿nding of social issues and provides

a broad range of expertise that is unique in the social sciences; it is an expertise that is

unquestionably relevant to policy research. This chapter outlines the historical context

of the relationship between Canadian groups that resulted in the development of the

Multiculturalism Act. Examination of the Multiculturalism Act and a description of the

challenges and problems facing multiculturalism provides a current context in which

Canadian groups find themselves. If the onus of responsibility for daily implementation

of multiculturalism is with members of society, rather than the government, then efforts

made by local communities are pertinent to both examination and development. An

examination of the microlevel is essential for adequate underst¿nding of the organization

of a complex plural society.
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CHAPTER THREE
A Microlevel Case Study of Multiculturalism

3.0 INTRODUCTON

In the previous two chapters I examined multiculturalism from an essentially

macrolevel approach. I explored various concepts such as ethnicity and culture in a

general sense and conducted a macrolevel analysis of the history of Canadian

multiculturalism. However, a microlevel analysis of a local multicultural organization

complements the overall analysis of multiculturalism. Pelto and Dewalt state that, "good

socio-culn¡ral theory requires a consideration of and integration of microlevel and

macrolevel approaches" (Pelto and Dewa-lt i985:7). Since multiculturalism is

simultaneously a community and national experience, an examination of multiculturalism

at the local community level is pertinent to this thesis. To this end, a survey was

conducted with a non-profit community group called the Manitoba Multicultural

Resources Cent¡e, hereafter referred to as the MMRC. The survey and subsequent

analysis provide the microlevel component that complements my macrolevel analysis of

multiculturalism.

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION

3.1.0 DefinÍtion of The Voluntary Association

Smith and Freedman define the voluntary organization as "a nonprofit,

nongovernment, private group which and individual joins by choice" (Smith and

Freedman I972:vlli). Moreover, Smith and Freedman categorize voluntary organizations
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on the basis of Arnold Rose's position that there are only two basic types of voluntary

organizations. Rose identified hobby clubs, sports associations, and scientific societies

as "expressive groups since they act to express or satisfy interests which the members

have in relation to themselves" (Smith and Freedman 1972:4-5). "Social influence

groups" are identified by Rose as those which "concentrate their efforts on the society in

order to bring about some condition in a limited segment of the social order" (Smith and

Freedman 1972:5). However, while many sociologists employ the concept of an

expressive group, they generally contrast expressive groups with "instrumental" ones

rather than employing the term "social influence" groups (Smith and Freedm an L972:5).

3.1.1 Function

Kiuckhohn (1947) quickly reviews the general ci¡cumst¿nces that led to social

instability in 20th Century American society, and this could be just as well be attributed

to 20th Century Canadian society. Kluckhohn states,

Mass economic upheaval following upon unprecedented economic growth;
lack of attention to the human problems of an industrial civilization; the
impersonality of the social organization of cities; the melting por;
transitory geographical residence; social mobility; weakening of
supernatural sanctions - all these trends have contributed to make
individuals feel unanchored, adrift upon a meaningless voyage ... The
tendency towa¡d associationalism is usually explained as a defence
mechanism against the excessive fluidity of American social structure
(Kluckhohn 1947:113-114 & 116).

Rose describes the origin and function of the volunury association phenomenon

in modern society; he states, "the declining influence of the communiry (and the extended

family and the church) resulted in psychological insecurity, segment¿lization of personal
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relalions, reduction of intimacy, and a]ienation from once-powerful values. The voluntary

association is a new kind of institution ... established to fill the gap left by these sociai

changes" (Rose L967:23I). Furthermore, Rose indicates that "because of the tension of

continual sruggle for social place, people have tried to gain a degree of routinized [sic]

and recognized fixity [sic] by allying themselves with others in voiuntary associaüons"

(Rose L967:23L). Thus the general function of the voluntary organization is ro,

contribute to the ståbility of modern societies by providing social units
intermediate between the individual and the community. They seem
especially effective as institutions supportive of social change. Yet
voluntary associations a¡e vehicles of change, not motors of change. They
function to adapt the social structure for modern requirements. They
function to adapt individuals for modern participation (Anderson
L97I:218).

Voluntary associations are mechanisms whereby individuals may gain some socio-

political power and personal identity within a fragmented and seemingly unsrable society.

Specifically, Rose details six main functions of voluntary organizations, they distribute

power; orient individuals to understand complex social mechanisms and political

processes; provide a mechanism for sociai change; provide social cohesion; ailow the

individual to gain a degree personal identification and influence over a smali group; and

serve as a u/ay for social and economic advancement (Rose 1967:247-Z5I).

3.1.2 Power DistrÍbution

Power in Canadian society is unequally distributed in several ways; class and

ethnic group afhliation have long been among the most important raiß associared with

holding power. Moreover, the link between ethniciry and inequality has been widely
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recognized in Canadian Society. John Porter (1965) described Canada as a system of

stratification in which chaner members occupied elite structures and higher income status

while ethnocultural minorities were relegated to marginal positions in society. Power in

society is also very ofæn concentrated in political institutions, occupational or industrial

groups, and instrumental associations. However, it is,

through the volunary association [that] the ordinary citizen can acquire as
much power in the community or nadon æ his free time, ability, and
inclinations permit him to, without actuaily going into the government
service ... Pressure groups or lobbies are prime examples of voluntary
associations functioning to distribute power. The purpose of these groups
is to influence legislation and executive action either directly or indirectiy
(Rose 1967:247 e.248).

3.1.3 Orientation

Members that participate in the activities of a voluntary association often learn

aspects of the social, political and economic processes of their society. Anderson

indicates that this is an important aspect of voluntary associations as he states, "[voluntary

associationsl function to adapt individuals for modern participation" (Anderson 1971:218).

Members of a voluntary association learn these processes because,

the voluntary association informs its members on matters occurring in the
society at large which affect the æsociation's purpose ... By working in
voluntary associations, people also learn exactly what is wrong with the
power structure of the society, from the standpoint of their own values,
and this gives them something definiæ to work towa¡d, rather than leaving
them with a vague and delusive feeling that... "something" is wrong (Rose
1967:248).

In other words, a voluntary association provides a structured environment for an

individual so that he may orient himself with society and work toward some definite

goals.
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3.1.4 Social Change

Rose indicates that voluntary associaúons offer a powerful mechanism for social

change because, "as soon as a felt need for some social change arises, one or more

voluntary associations immediately spring up to try to secure the change. Not only do

they operate directly on the problem, but their attenrion to it also makes the govemment

concerned about the problem, [since] a democratic government has to pay attention to the

interests of alert voters" (Rose 1967:249).

3.1.5 SocÍal Cohesion

A fourth function of voluntary associations is to "act to tie sociefy together and

to minimize the disintegrating effects of conflict" Rose 1967:250). While they

sometimes challenge values and provoke conflict between groups, voluntary "associations

practically never carry their conflicts to the extreme of tearing the society asunder" (Rose

1967:250). This is largely because some people belong to more than one association. For

one association to initiate serious conflicts with another risks alienating and offending

some of its own members who a¡e members or are frìendly toward the other $oup (Ilose

1967:250).

3. 1.6 Personal Identifi cation

Rose indicates that an individual who lives in a complex society tends to feel

anonymous. The voluntary association often gives individuals the feeling of identification

with some smaller group that they can fully comprehend and influence in major ways.
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Thus many members of voluntary associations find that thei¡ memberships and activities

in the association help materiaily to give meaning and purpose ro rhei¡ lives (Rose

1967.,250).

3.1.7 Social and Economic Advancement

Many people join ciubs and other voluntary associations to enhance their social

status. In some clubs, much non-association business occurs, which is important for the

economic advancement of the members (Rose 1967.251). Moreover, offices in many

instrument¿i associations a¡e often considered a testing ground for young potential

executives and managers fr.ose 1,967:251). Turning now from the nature of the

voluntary organization tvt/e can examine the environment of a particular voluntary

organization for which I conducted a strategic plan; namely the Ma¡itoba Multicultural

Resources Centre.

Manitoba's communities provide an ideal environment for the study of

multiculturalism because Manitoba is rich in its diverse ethnic population. For example,

forry-eight percent of Manitoba's population do not claim Brirish or French erhnicity

(Canada i990:86). This percentage is higher than the national average in which thi¡ty-

one percent of Canadians do not claim British or French ethnicity (Statistics Canada

1992:12-26). In Winnipeg there are three prominent community-based multiculrural

organizations, the Folk Arts Council, the Manitoba lntercultural Council, and the
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Manitoba Multicultural Resources Centre. The Folk A¡ts Council incorporated in 1975

to "promote, develop, preserve, maintain and recognize the understanding and accep[ance

of all cultures reflecting the mosaic found in Winnipeg in particular, and in Manitoba and

Canada as a whole by responding to the needs of the multiculrural community and to hold

an annual festival called Folklorama" (Folk A¡ts Council 1995:1). In 1983 rhe Provincial

Legislature adopted the Manitoba Intercultural Council Acr, creating the Manitoba

Intercultural Council (hereafter referred to as MIC). The MIC was an independent

advisory body on all multicultural matters for the Province of Manitoba; thus it operated

at arm's length from the government. However, before the legislation of the Manitoba

Multiculturalism Act in L992, a report of the Manitoba Task Force on Multiculturalism

(1988) recommended that the role of MIC be expanded to "that of advocacy of the

interests of the communities that it represents" (Manitoba Task Force on Multiculturalism

1988:75). However, the establishment of the Manitoba Multiculturaiism Act led to the

repeal of the Manitoba Intercultural Council Act and MIC lost its role as advisor to the

government. A government office called the Manitoba Multiculturalism Secretariat

replaced the MIC. Subsequently, the MIC re-incorporated "to carry on the objectives and

functions of the original Manitoba Intercultural Council" (Manitoba Intercultural Council

7994:l).

3.2.0 DescriptÍon of the Manitoba Multicultural Resources centre

The Manitoba Multicultural Resources Centre, Inc. is a voluntary organization

since it fulfills Smith and Freedman's definition; the MMRC is a nonprofìr,
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nongovernment, private group which individuats join by choice. Furthermore, the MMRC

is an instrumental voluntary association because the MMRC's mandate incorporates

activities that "bring about some condition in a limiæd segment of the social order"

(Smith and Freedman 1972:5). The mandate of the MMRC, as outlined in its by-laws,

is to "advocate, promote and preserve Manitoba's rich multicultural heritage and facüit¿te

activities that advance multicultural unders[anding" (Manitoba Multicultural Resources

Centre I994:L). This mandate fulfills Smith and Freeman's concept of instrumental

voluntary organization since the members of the MMRC concentrate their efforts on the

local society (Manitoba) in order to preserve Manitoba's heritage and to develop

multicultural understanding through planning and implemenring various activities.

The MMRC was founded in 1984 and is currently locaæd ar rhe University of

'Winnipeg in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. In 1994 rhe MMRC had 145 members in its

organizationl of these members, twenty-eight were on the Board of Directors (hereafter

referred to as the Boa¡d). Six institr¡tions are currently represented on the Board: Brandon

University, Institute of Urban Studies, Manitoba Federation of Labour, Winnipeg public

Library, West-Man Multicultural Council, and the University of Manitoba. The MMRC

mandate is pursued through the following objectives outlined in the MMRC's by-laws:

1. to promote and advance studies into the history of all multicultural groups by
members of the communities with cooperation from professionals.

2. to facilirate the collection and preparation of guides to [sic] materials relevant to
the history of these groups.

3. to encourage the safe-keeping and accessibility of archival material and arrifacts
that are collected by the multicultural community.
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4. to act as an inforrnational centre for ethnocultural concerns, such as assessing the
culrent needs and resources of multicultural communities and promote
multicultural harmony.

5. to serve as a liaison between multicultural groups in order to facilitate the meeting
of cunent needs.

6. to publicize the important contribution and promote the general appreciation of all
communities to Manitoba's growth and development (Manitoba Multicultural
Resources Cenue 1994:I).

To achieve these objectives the MMRC functions as a resource cenre and as a

centrc that initiates community activities. As a resources centre, the MMRC maintains

an office that collects written materials on the topic of multiculn:ralism, for example,

federal and provincial policies, and current and archival publications. The MMRC is

accessible to the public, sfudents, researchers, community organizations and govemment

agencies. MMRC staff, which consists of one full-time person, one part-time person and

occasional volunteers, offers assistance to visitors and direct researchers to useful

information sources. The available resources of the MMRC include:

Publications related to multiculturalism, relevant journals and a cunent media file.

The MMRC Magazine that is published two times a year and contains articles on
the multicultural community, government multiculturalism policy and informative
pieces on cument events affecting the community.

A monthly bulletin that announces MMRC activities and items that appeal to the
general interest of the multicultural community.

The MMRC EthnoBank; a comprehensive computerized database that lists and
profiles the ethnocultural organizations in Manitoba. Profiles consist of such
information as: organization name, address, contact persons, and organization
objectives, activities and publications. It is updaæd and published every second
year and sold to libraries, government agencies, law agencies, community
organizations and individuals.
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Research projects that contribute to the knowledge of Manitoba's multicultural
community.

The MMRC aiso coordinates many community acriviries. Community acrivities

inciude: annual educarional workshops; rural field trips to va¡ious Manitoba communities

in an attempt to promote the services provided by the MMRC and to learn about other

heritage activities; commemoration of the lnternational Day for the Elimination of Racial

Discrimination; and organization of "Let's Get Acquainted Evenings" hosted by different

community groups to encourage cross-culturai exchange and intercuitural understanding.

3.2.1 Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is composed of individuals who come from va¡ious

cultural backgrounds; they a¡e diverse in ethnicity, occupation, and age. Their identity

is partiy constructed by their ethnicity; externally imposed as well as inærnally

constructed, yet with this ethnic identiñcation they a¡e also, as one Boa¡d member shted,

"multicultural individuals". This concept of "multicultural individuals" suggests that the

Boa¡d members a¡e often not solely interested in their own ethnocultural heritage; rather

they are interested in the heritage and identiry of other cultural groups as well as their

own; i.e., the heritage of Manitoba and Canada. Many individuals on the Board have

undergone experiences in which thei¡ identity has been influenced and shaped by a variery

of culrures, traditions, philosophies and personalities. This illustrates the variabiliry of

ethnocultural groups. Ethnocultural groups and individuals find rhemselves within the

context of a society where other cultural groups are also forming identity. This blurred

context of identity in which identifiable groups affect each other is the reality of a
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complex plural society. It is this experience of living within a diverse cultural

environment and adapting to a variety of influences that is a Canadian experience.

One Boa¡d member indicated that many of the Boa¡d members are not often

leaders of various ethnic communities. She continued to explain that ethnic leaders ofæn

have a specific political agenda that is not primarily oriented ro intercultural expression,

understanding and sharing; however, it is consistent with the construction of group

identity and accumulaúon of political power. I must stress here that intercultural efforts

and efforts to reinforce cultural identity and social power are equally important in the

normal functioning of any group. The experience of participating in the MMRC is often

described by the Board members as a learning experience in which personal and cultural

information is sha¡ed. In fact, the structure of the monthly General Boa¡d meeting is

often very open, triendly and relaxed; it is a reunion of friends who share a common goal;

the development of multiculturalism. Board members greet each other warmly,

photographs are exchanged, stories and jokes a¡e told, and personal experiences are

sha¡ed. Yet it is impossible to deny that tensions rise, disagreements occur, and political

manuevering underlies the surface of the organization but again this is part of the sha¡ed

experience.

3.3 THE MMRC DELPHI SURVEY

In 1993 the MMRC Boa¡d of Di¡ectors, hereafter referred to as the Boa¡d,

expressed to me a need for clarification of their goals. I informed them that I had
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experience in the implementation of a Delphi survey that elicited both quantitative and

qualitative data and that it would be useful in developing a strategic plan for their

organization. A Delphi survey was initiated to provide the MMRC with information that

would assist them in identifying and prioritizing specifîc goals and obstacles of the

organization that a¡e of particular concern to the Boa¡d. The results were intended to

facilit¿te effective operation and coordinaúon of MMRC initiatives based on the

organizations' by-laws. The three questionnai¡es that were sent to the respondenm of the

survey are presented in Appendix tr. The Delphi survey provided two opportunities: f,rst,

it provided an opportunity to collect primary data for this thesis and second, it allowed

me to employ a project that would be useful to those I studied; i.e., the Boa¡d members

of the MMRC. Prior to the conception of this survey I was a member of the Board and

continued to be a Boa¡d member both during and following the implementation of the

survey. As a member of the Boa¡d I attended committee and Boa¡d meetings for one

year; this experience provided insight into the workings of the organization. I continue

to attend committee and Board meetings because it allows me to examine the

implementation of the survey results but also because I have a personal interest and

commitmenr to rhe MMRC.

3.3.0 Methodology

The Delphi survey employs a method of eliciting and systematically organizing

the diverse knowledge and abiliries of decision-makers through the quantification of

variables that are either intangible or sh¡ouded in uncertainty. During the administration
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of the Delphi survey I was able to conduct participant observation as a method of data

collection. Participant observation helped me to understand the results of the survey in

the organizational context and provided insight into the organization of the MMRC. An

important aspect of the Delphi survey is its repetitious procedure for anonymously

eliciting and refining the opinions of a group of individuals through a series of

interlocking questionnai¡es. The structure of the Delphi survey provided an opporn:nity

to collect qualitative data during the beginning of the survey. Subsequent surveys and

analysis refined the data and produced both quantitative and qualitative data. This

balance between qualitative and quantitative data is particularly useful because:

[the] Delphi can be used to help identify problems, set goals and priorities,
and identify problem solutions. It can also be used to clarify positions and
delineate differences among diverse reference groups... [in essence] Delphi
can be applied to a wide range of program-planning and adminisrrative
concerns @elbecq er.al. 1975:84).

3.3.1 Respondents

Delbecq indicates that selection of the respondents of the Delphi survey is based

on four criteria. To ensure effective participation in the survey the respondents must feel

personally involved in the problem of concern, have pertinent information to share, be

motivated to include the Delphi task in their schedule of competing tasks, and feel that

the Delphi survey will produce valuable information to which the respondent would not

otherwise have access @elbecq et.al. 1975:37-88). The size of the respondent panel is

va¡iable depending on the purpose of the survey and the homogeneity of the participaring

group. Delbecq suggests that thirty respondents is often an adequate size for a respondenr

panel (Delbecq elal. 1975:89). The MMRC Boa¡d fulfilled the selection criteria. The
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Board members made decisions concerning the di¡ection of the MMRC, had pertinent

information, were motivated toward participation in the survey, and felt that the Delphi

survey was a legitimate effort.

I presented a proposal of the Delphi survey to the Boa¡d of Directors. This

presentation informed the Board members of the expectations and process of the Delphi

survey. The Board as a whole agreed to participate in the survey through a simple

majority vote but each Board member was free to choose whether or not he or she

participated in the survey. The MMRC Boa¡d members were then approached

individually and asked to participate in the survey; it was reinforced several times that

participation in the survey was volunury and anonymity would be maintained. Each of

the 28 Board members received a proposal that outlined the purpose and methodology

of the intended survey. The proposal also informed the Board members of the intended

uses of the survey results and stressed that all responses would remain anonymous. Each

Boa¡d member was contacted by telephone and 24 members of the Boa¡d agreed to

participate in the Delphi survey.

3.3.2 Questionnaire #1

3.3.2.0 Development

Delbecq states that "the first questionnai¡e in a Delphi allows participants to write

responses to a broad problem issue ... The fi¡st questionnai¡e can take several forms, but

in program planning it would most likely be one or two rather open-ended quesüons"
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(Delbecq et.ai. 1975:90 and 91). An initial questionnate introduces rhe theme and

encourages participans to respond to broadly framed quesrions. The quesrionnaire is

mailed to each participant. There are several benefîts for the respondents by

communicating information by mail:

i) Adequate time for thinking and reflection.
2) Avoidance of undue focusing on a particular idea.
3) Avoidance of competition, status pressures, and conformity issues.
4) The benefit of remaining problem-centred.
5) Avoidance of choosing between ideas prematurely.
6) Flexibility in allowing participants to respond at the most convenient
time.
7) No travel time required.
8) Anonymiry (Delbecq er.al. 1975:90)

The MMRC survey participanß received all questionnaire packages by mail. The

questionnaire package included a cover letter, instructions, the survey and a return

address stamped envelope. Furthermore, the second and third questionnaires also included

the categorized anonymous responses of other Board members from the previous

questionnaire.

The flust questionnai-re included the following fwo broadly framed, open-ended

questions: "What specific goals should the MMRC be working towa¡ds?" and "What, in

your opinion, are the major obstacles to the achievement of a successful muiticultural

sociery?". Respondents were encouraged to list at least five goals and obstacles and to

provide examples or comments that would illustrate their responses. The cover lener

included a deadline date for the retum of the questionnaire to the resea¡cher. Each
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respondent was con[acted by telephone one week after the questionnaires were sent to

remind respondents of the deadline date and to provide assistance to the respondents.

3.3.2.1Analysis

After the questionnaires were returned, they were analyzed. Analysis consisted

of compiling a list of the identified issues and the comments made in response to the

initial questions. Delbecq states tìat "the list should reflect the initial opinions of

respondents concerning key variables, yet be short enough for all respondents to easily

review, criticize, support, or oppose [in the subsequent questionnake]"(Delbecq et.al.

t975:94). The items and comments were sorted so that simila¡ items accumulated under

distinct categories. The responses in one category represented a distinct idea although

they may have been expressed differently. Delbecq indicates that, "the essentiai criterion

for establishing the list is to a¡rive at a mutually exclusive but exhaustive set of

categories" (Delbecq et.al. 1975:94).

3.3.3 Questionnaire #2

3.3.3.0 Development

The questions posed to the MMRC respondents in the second questionnafue were

slightly modifÏed according to the purpose of this questionnaire; i.e., to complere a

preiiminary ranking of the importance of the responses f¡om the frst questionnai¡e.

Consequently the two questions posed to the respondents in the second survey were

slightly modified to, "What are the most import¿nt goals that the MMRC should be
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working towards?" and "What are the obstacles that most hinder a successful multicultural

society?". The categories established through the analysis of the first questionnai¡e were

presented to the respondents in the second questionnaire. The respondents were asked "to

review the items identified in quesúonnaire #1 as summarized lby the resea¡cherl, argue

in favor of or against those items, and clarify items"(Delbecq et.al. 1975-96-9i). During

the second questionnaire, participants \'/ere asked to rank the items to establish the

preliminary priorities among the items. The benefits of questionnai¡e #2 ue as follows:

i) Areas of disagreement are identified.
2) Areas of agreement are identifred.
3) Items requiring clarification are identified and discussed.
4) An early understanding of priorities emerges (Delbecq eLal. L975:97).

Questionnaire #2 was the beginning of dialogue between parricipants. During

questionnaire #2, respondents could raise questions, make statements of support or

disagreement and provide an initial understanding of the importance of the items

identified by the respondents through the researcher. Since the results of questionnaire

1i2 were relayed to all pa-rticipants through questionnaire #3, the respondents could

consider further clarifications and determine thei¡ vote based on the comments and

information eliciæd from other Board members through Quesúonnai¡e #1. As Delbecq

points out "the intent is to heip participants underst¿nd each others' position and to move

tou/ard accurate judgments conceming the relative importance of items"(Delbecq et.al.

1975:97).
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3.3.3.1 Analysis

The analysis of quesrionnai¡e #2 included tallying the votes for the items and

summa¡izing the comments made about the items in a form that would be both thought-

provoking and easy to understand (Delbecq et.ai. 1975:100). A vote tally sheet indicated

the total votes each item received and conesponded to the importance that the group as

a whole attributed to each item. The comments were summartzed and categorized in the

same method as the analysis for questionnaire #1.

3.3.4 Questionnaire #3

3.3.4.0 Development

By the third questionnai¡e, there had been some comments made on the questions

posed to the MMRC respondents. Respondents indicated that some of the issues focused

on the goals and obst¿cles that were specific only to the MMRC, while other issues

corresponded to broader societ¿l goals and obstacles. It was suggested that the thi¡d

questionnaire respond to the data emerging from the previous questionnai¡es and to

clearly pose the questions in a way that reflects the concerns of the MMRC.

Consequently, three questions were posed to the respondents in the third and final

questionnaire: "'What a¡e the most important MMRC-specific goals for the development

of the MMRC organization?"; "'What are the most important obstacies to overcome that

hinder the development of the MMRC?"; and "What are rhe most important goals for the

MMRC to work towards for the development of a multicultural sociery?". The distincúon

between these questions was that questions #1 and #2 were Çoncerned with eliciting
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responses on the internal organization of the MMRC, whereas question #3 focused on

the societal ideals with which multicultural organizations, such as the MMRC, a¡e

çoncerned. The goals and benefits of using the Delphi approach in all quesrionnaires and

specifically the final questionnaire is summa¡ized as such:

The original purpose of our Delphi study was to generate consensus on
issues of importance. Towa¡d that end, issues have been identified
(Questionnaire #1), cla¡ifications, supponive statements, and criricisms
made (Quesrionnaire #2), and a preliminary indication of priorities
obtained through rankings. This third and final questionnaire permits the
participaÛon to review prior responses and express their individual
judgments as to the importance of each item. The benefits are as follows:
it provides closure for the study; it suggests a¡eas where diversity and
judgment exists, but allows for the aggregation of judgments; and it
provides guidelines for future research and planning (Delbecq et.al.
1975:103- 104).

3.3.4.1Analysis

Analysis of questionnai¡e #3 followed the same procedure as the analysis of

questionnaire #2 but particular attention was given to ensure clarity in the final statement

of results so that individuals that did not participate in the survey could understand the

summary categories presented.

3.3.5 Finat Report

A final report summarized the goals and process as well as the results of the

Delphi survey. A finai report often lends legitimacy to actions taken by decision makers.

In any case, it was essential that the participants be given a summary of the results from

questionnaire #3 to achieve closure to the Delphi process @elbecq er.al. 1975:105-106).

It must be stressed that the purpose of the Delphi survey was to identify areas of
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agreement and to improve the decision-making process. This was accomplished by

combining the views of the individual participants in ways rhat avoid the rime constrainrs

and psychological drawbacks associated with unsrucured face-to-face exchanges.

3.4 OBSERVATIONS FROM THE MMRC DELPHI SURVEY

3.4.0 Executive Summary

The Delphi survey, used here, investigated three areas: the goals of the MMRC,

the obst¿cles of the MMRC, and the constitution of a successful multicultural society. An

executive summary of the results of the survey is presented in Appendix m.

3.4.1 Final Report of the Delphi Survey

During a meeting on November 13, 1993 of the MMRC Board of Di¡ectors, there

was indication of a need to clarify and determine the goals of the MMRC. To

effectively implement and inægrate multiculturalism into ttre daily operation of an

organization, the people who design or deliver its programs need to determine the

priorities of the organization. What problems need to be addressed? How can the

organization improve its services? The organization must take practical steps to develop

a clear understanding of its goals; in other words, MMRC must find its niche. The

Delphi survey provided one avenue to develop a strategic plan to accomplish this goal

but continued program planning and concerted efforts are necessary to keep the MMRC

vibrant and effective.
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3,4.2 Purpose

The purpose of the Delphi study was to provide informarion ro rhe MMRC that

would assist in identifying and prioritizing their organizational goals. This informarion

is intended to facilit¿æ effective operation and coordination of MMRC iniriatives based

on its by-laws.

3.4.3 Anticipated Results

The Delphi survey addressed the identified need of the MMRC to recognize and

prioritize the goals of its organization. The results provide a document that will focus on

the coordination of time and energy to develop innovative programs and snategies for the

implementation of these goats. This project should help rhe MMRC to identify its niche

with other organizations such as the Manitoba Intercultural Council, the Folk Arts

Council, and government agencies such as the Multiculturalism Secretariat. It will also

provide a clear presentation of the goals of the MMRC to various ethnocultural

organizations. Furthermore, the results clearly and strongly identify MMRC goals and

initiatives; extremely useful information when apprying for funding.

3.5 RESIILTS

It is important to note that the survey results of the third questionnai¡e a¡e

presented in a consistent fonnat: the questions and issues that were posed to the

participants for voting are highlighted in bold lettering; the commenrs of the parricipanrs

are highlighted by italic lettering within quoÞtion marks. The results of the Delphi
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survey aæ presented by listing the five highest priority issues that conespond to each

question except when an issue is deemed important through commentåry analysis,

participant observation or when an issue provides a deeper undersranding of the MMRC.

For some questions, the priority of the issues is not clearly apparent by solely determining

the quantitative value. In some insta¡ces the priority of the issues is made apparenr

through examination of the qualitaûve information; i.e., the conesponding comments.

3.5.0 QuestÍon

l{hat are the
organization?

important MMRC-specific goals for the development of our

The highest priority in response to this question is to increase the promotion of

MMRC services that are currently offered. Those comments expressed in the survey

clearly supported this issue. Many members felt that the programs, services and

opportunities offered by the MMRC were not recognized and that this weakened the

organization. For example one Boa¡d member stated, "I-ct's become m"ore vísible and

encourage groups to avail themselves of MMRC services". Many of the comments

provided strategies to accomplish ttris goal:

- Prepare a handout pamphlet that outline the services offered and the mission
statenænt of the MMRC,
- Increase mcmbership by targeting indíviduals and groups that are not
participating with the MMRC,
- Include 5 or 6 brief profiles from the EthnoBank in our newsletter,
- Create and mnìntain a cultural disploy at a pernutnent and visibte location,
perhaps at the Forl<s,
- Hold m.ore worlæhops and conferences at bw cost.

1:

most
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Clearly, many respondents understood that increasing the profile and membership

of the MMRC will strengthen the organization as a whole, thereby attract more funds and

crea't9 more opporn¡nities to offer services. It has been a predominant concern of the

Board to effectively present themselves to the public. This is evident rhrough the

comments identified in the survey but also in the Board meetings. Discussions have often

centred on the objectives of the MMRC and what multiculn¡ralism means to the Board

members. To many Boa¡d members the meaning of multiculturalism is shifting toward

"interculturalism". Interculturalism consists of opportunities, activities and services that

bring various Canadian groups together, such as the MMRC's "Let's Get Acquainted"

evenings. Moreover, interculturalism consists of understanding and valuing ethnocultural

groups' contributions to Canadian society, providing public education to eliminate the

prevailing myths and misconceptions of multiculturalism, and to reduce the conflict

between Canadian ethnocultural groups.

The second priority for the MMRC is to establish MMRC "branches" in smaller

communities. The following comments indicate that this is a much desi¡ed goal: "Do not

become Winnipeg centred" and "we are tao Wínnipeg centred, we need to establish

branches". Yet, despite the concerns expressed by the respondents to establish MMRC

branches outside V/innipeg, there were few strategies offered to accomplish this goal.

Only one sûategy addressed this issue: to "organize 'lmages of Our Past' again and try

to Bet input from all parts of the province". The "Images of Our Past" project was a

portable display of photographs and text that presented the heritage of Manitobans. This
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project succeeded in providing a very high profile for the MMRC. I recommended to the

MMRC that they build on their previous successes with projects such as "Images of Our

Past" to establish new community branches outside Winnipeg. This concern with the

establishment of MMRC branches outside Winnipeg is consistent with an overall concern

with the inclusiveness of the MMRC. Many MMRC Board members wanr ro actively

include members from various communities within and outside Winnipeg that have not

participated in MMRC initiatives. The MMRC Board members undersr¿nd

multiculturalism as an encompassing concept that includes those of British, French and

Aboriginal ancestry.

The third priority is to target ethnic groups that are not partÍcipating in

MMRC events. Comments on this issue indicate that people are concerned with

establishing close communication links between specific cultural communities. The

following are examples of respondent comments and suggested strategies to achieve this

goal:

- "Build on our links with the aboriginal communiry andfind out what services we
can provide."
' "Invíte ethnic groups to ínclude a youth rep as well as adult reps to attend
MMRC functions."
- "Encourage the community to initiate projects."
' "Encourage ethnic groups to send copíes of their newsletters to our ffice."

Again, this issue supports the fact that the MMRC is concerned with inclusiveness

and illustrates the view that inclusiveness is an integral part of multiculturalism. The

MMRC members also viewed multiculturaiism as an oppornrnity for intercultu¡al

experience. At one Board meeúng a discussion ensued that focused on using "Let's Get
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Acquainted" events to increase intercultural opportunities with a special emphasis on

including Canadians of British and French ethnicity.

The fourth priority was to provide more services but there were no comments

that elaborated on this issue. Perhaps the Boa¡d members would like to see an increase

in the frequency of the current services provided rather than the creation of new services.

In short, this issue may be one that continually concerns the MMRC.

Work toward increasing membership received fifth priority status but perhaps

this issue could be grouped with increasing public awareness of the MMRC, the flrst

priority to the respondenß. This issue could also be tinked with the issue of

inclusiveness; a predominant concern of the respondents identified throughout the survey.

The issue of researching alternative funding resources seemed to be a very

important goal to Boa¡d members, yet surprisingly it ranked sixth in priority. It was

clearly apparent in the comments made on this survey and throughout my participant

observation that funding is an important concern for the Board and could be ranked

higher than sixth based on this contextual information. This issue elicited quite a

diversity of views among the respondents. Some comments indicate that alternative

funding would be very difficult, while other comments provide strategies to develop

alternative funding. The following comments are evidence of ttris diversity:

- "It is not possible to be less dependent on governm¿nt funding."
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- "lt ís not likely that we can get more ethnic groups involved in MMRC fund-
raisín9."
- "Obtain some surt-up funds from the private sector (bantcs or large
corporations) for a short-term period (3-4 years)."
- "Perhaps we could have a small membership fee for each ethnic group.,,
- "We could have the Board hold one fund-raiser, inviting representatives from
each ethníc communiry. Each year we could work toward increasing ethnic input
ínto an annual fund-raiser."

The opinions on funding sources were divided into th¡ee areas: some respondents

viewed government funding as an essential source, some did not put faith in communiry

groups working with the MMRC as a funding source, and some advocated a partnership

with the private sector for funding. This diversity of opinion suggests that government

funding and community fund-raising avenues should not be ignored but that alternative

funding should be actively explored. In fact, there has been much discussion among

Board members concerning strategies to reduce MMRC's dependence on government

funding since this funding has become reduced and quite un¡eliable.

3.5.1 Question 2 :

What are the most important obstacles to overcome that hinder the development of
the MMRC?

The obst¿cle identified as the most important to overcome is: the lack of ethnic

group participation and input in the MMRC organization. This obst¿cle corresponds

to the MMRC goal to be inclusive, identified in question #1, bur augments this point by

indicating that a lack of ethnic group participation is in fact an obstacle to the MMRC.

Although this was identified as an important issue there was disagreement among the

respondents as illustrated by the following comments:
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- "lt is not true that there is a lack of ethnic group participation and input into
the MMRC."
- "It is necessary to do somc fund-raising at least until ethnic groups find more
support and nke some responsibiliry."
- "A majority of ethnic groups need to be approached to participote in rhe
MMRC."

Although there is some disagreement, there is partial consensus, based on the high

rank of this issue, that there is indeed a problem with a lack of ethnic group parriciparion

in the MMRC initiatives. Again this iltustrates the MMRC's concern with being inclusive

and developing intercultural opportunities.

The fi¡st issue received a raw score of 58 while the second most important

obstacle received a score of 54, thus indicating that these issues are nearly equally

important to the respondents. The second obstacle was determined to be: there is not

enough public knowledge about the MMRC and the services it provides. The

corresponding comments generaily reiterated the frst issue from Questionnaire #1 that the

MMRC does not have enough publicity and that the office at the University of Winnipeg

should be more visible and larger. One comment was a reminder that Images of Our

Past gave the MMRC great public notice; a point that was also raised several times at

Boa¡d meetings. There seems to be strong motivarion to attempt this project or a simila¡

project to gain more visibility. At the microlevel, community organizations such as the

MMRC also suffer from a lack of public underst¿nding; people do not seem to know what

multiculn"r¡alism is, what MMRC does and how multiculn¡ralism relates to Canadians.

Evidence of this is found within this survey; respondenrs are concerned with the

relevance, the implementation of activities, and the public visibility of the MMRC.
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Both the third and fourth highest obst¿cles were funding issues; specihcally, there

is not enough ethnic group ínvolvement in fund-raising for the MMRC, was ranked

thi¡d while, MMRC is too dependent on government funding was ranked fourth. The

following comments on funding reflect its importance:

- "MMRC needs to lobby MP's and MLA's for greaterfunding to help the MMRC
to pronnte its sertices and hire additional full-time staff."
- "Is there an alternative to government funding?"
- "Most ethnic groups are busy with their own fund-raísing."- "All organizatiotß seem to accept bingo's for fund-raising and since our
governnlent is promoting gambling we míght as well get into the act."
- "MMRC needs corporate sponsors for specific activities."
- "We need to encourage groups to share in funding."
- "It is necessary to do some fund-ratsing at least until ethnic groups give more
support and take som"e responsibility."
- "Bingo is distasteful but necessary untíl otherfund-raising avenues are ín place."

Funding concerns can be categorized into two groups, altematives to government

funding and the need to appeal to ethnocultural communities for funding or fundraising.

Strategies to this end include expressing the needs of MMRC to government

representatives and the development of partnerships between the MMRC and the corporate

sector or ethnocultural communities. This illustrates the MMRC's interest in reducing

dependency on government funding.

The obst¿cles that the MMRC does not contact Members of the Legislative

Assembly and Members of Parliament enough and that the MMRC is not easily

accessible or visible by the pubtÍc received equal votes and were considered of equal

rank; i.e., a ra¡k of five. The concern for increased political lobbying may be reiated to

the need for more funding opportunities, ar increase in visibility, changes to Canadian
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society and more political leverage. The concern with rhe accessibility and visibiliry may

come from a concem that the MMRC may have a problem in its abitity to be a resource

if the office is inaccessible. However, there are few comments corresponding to these

issues compared to the number of comments received on the issue that there is a lack

of commitment and professional expertise with the Board; an issue that ranked tenrh

in importance. Although this issue was ¡anked very low, it received a relaúvely large

number of comments, consequently raising its level of importance. The commenta_ry

indicates that many members did not agree with the statement. The following comments

indicate that there is much interest about the responsibilities and character of the Board:

' "How thin can we spread ourselves? How can we attend ethnic group
mcetings?"
- "l'm proud to be involved in MMRC, there are m^any weII educated and
lonwledgeable on the Board."
- "We must not set too high a standard or we'll drive away those anxíous to
contribute."
- "Perhaps we in Winnipeg are too aloof, think we lonw it all. I am shocked to
find out what our counterpart in Brandon does; it puts us in Winnipeg to sham.e."
' "We have representatives, Iet's rotate Board mcmbers as speakers/attenders to
ethnic group meetings."
- "There is plenty of expertise on the Board."
' "Ethnic group m¿mbers need to be told that they are needed -- there ís a lack
of encouragenrcnt W the MMRC to tap into the groups to get expert
representati,ves to come onto the MMRC Board (why not get them in on some ad
hoc comminees?)."

This seems to be a highly contentious issue; one that should perhaps be explored

further by the Board members. This issue can be understood within the context of the

comments and my observations. The skills, experience and talents of the Boa¡d members

may not be effectively employed. Rather than an issue of a lack of commirment and

professional expertise among the MMRC Board, it is a matter of recognizing the talents
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of those on the Boa¡d and making futl use of them. Perhaps a survey of skiils,

experience and talenn of the Board will address this issue. When the goals and

objectives of an organiza[ion a¡e diffuse and ambiguous it is difficult to organize a solid

plan of action; a situation that is frustrating to individuals who want ro offer rheir

expertise.

3.5.2 Question 3 :

lVhat are the most important goals for MMRC to work towards for the development
of a multicultural society?

This question relates to the intent or mission, as it were, of the MMRC as an

organization working towa¡d an ideal in Canadian society. It is here that we can get a

pronounced perception of multiculturalism from the microlevel. However, it was difhcult

to clearly identify the importance of the f,rst four issues since there was very little range

betr¡¡een the priorities. For instance, the fi¡st priority and fourth priority received a score

of 4 and 38 respecúvely.

Issues
il provide mare interculnral opportunities
#2 províde mare education opporrunities to the pubtic
#3 increase anti-racism efforts
#4 add the Canadian dim¿nsion of every activity
#5a influence government action regarding

multiculnral needs
#5b deal with public attitudes toward ethnic groups

Raw Score
44
42
4t
38

30
30

As I indicated, the raw scores for this final question are so similar that it is

difficult to sort out the highest priorities. I consider the highest four goals as equal in

priority.
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The Board has indicated that there is a need to provide more intercultural

opportunities to the general public in Canada. This was expressed through such

comments as " Promote the idea of a Canadian Multicultural sociery through research,

community activities and workshops". lntercultural communication and mediation were

also introduced as strategies to deat with conflict among the multicultural community.

Furthermore, it seems that the question of national unity and conflict among ethnic groups

needs to be add¡essed as one issue; as some people stated "Canadian unity must be

addressed first but should go hand in hand with conflict among the multícultural

community". One respondent suggested that MMRC "target mare areas of conflict by

organízing more worlcshops". Thus attempts should be made to reconcile the conJlicts

of the va¡ious groups of Canadians and to provide opportunities for communication and

mediation between these groups. This seems to be the direcrion that multiculturalism is

moving; toward intercultural relations. One discussion at a Board meeting deait with the

direction of multiculturalism at the national level and how this related ro the MMRC.

During a Board meeüng, the president of the MMRC indicated that MMRC events such

as the "I-€t's Get Acquainted" evenings and public viewing of the Citizenship court during

Elimination of Racial Discrimination Day were positive opporrunities that MMRC should

increasingly be developing and implementing. Moreover, Canadians of British, French

and Aboriginal ancestry should be targeted for increased participation in these

intercultural opportunities.
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Since the goals ranked as #2 and #5b arc very similar I will discuss these goals

as if they cover a single issue. There is also sufficient overlap in the comments to jusrify

this merger of the issues. The goals are to provide more education opportunities to the

public and to deal with public attitudes toward ethnic groups. The comments provide

some insight into these issues and suggest some ways of reconciling the problems. Many

people referred to workshops as being useful in developing an undersranding of

multiculturalism. Thus many people suggest that there be " m.ore workshops and

conferencesi some local, soïLe area, and some provincial" and that "public attitudes

toward immigrants should be on the agenda at conferences and worl<shops". As well,

one suggested that the MMRC work with the schools by making presentations on various

ethnic organizations. Two major areas of concern at the macrolevel are to resolve conflict

between Canadian groups and to educate the Canadian public to eliminaæ the myths of

multiculturalism.

One aspect of public awareness involves the issue of working with the media.

However, there are some concerns with the media, as one respondent expressed, "íf is

dfficult 1o get press attention unless you are doing somcthing wrong". However, one

respondent was positive on the role of the MMRC newsletter, "the newsletter ìs doíng

well in promoting cítizenship and nationalism". Some respondents suggested ways of

dealing with the media; among them, sponsoring more Let's Get Acquainted evenings

(due to the visibility this creates for the MMRC), providing news releases on ethnic

activity, reporting on community involvement and on-going programs, and developing
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rapport with media by providing information briefs on a frequent and regular basis. One

person suggested that MMRC "study book when

conveying facts to Sroups and the media". Special emphasis was placed on providing

education oppornrnities to immigrants. Comments reflected the need for immigranrs to

hear stories of successful integration into Canadian sociery. The public must be educared

on the contributions that various Canadian groups have made to the development of

Canada-

There was only one comment on anti-racism efforts and it suggested that the

MMRC anti-racism activiúes be more frequent than their annuai event; the

commemoration of the International Day for the Elimination of Racism. Some issues

raised comments of contention. The issue of adding the Canadian dimension to every

activity motivated one respondent to comment, "we don't need to add Canadian

dímcnsion to activities because everyone that lives here is aware of what Canada is

about". Yet another respondent stated that "first and foremost we are Canadians; free

to worship and carry on group tradítions but learn more about Canadian sociery". This

suggests that there are some differences of opinion on the issue of adding the Canadian

dimension to MMRC activities. Considering the issue that the MMRC influence

government actÍon regarding multicultural needs, one respondent indicaæd that

government is already aware and sympathetic to the needs of ethnic communities; one

respondent was distrusful of the government and suggested "we must be wary of trying

to influence the government unless we want them to snrt dictatìng to us". However, most
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comments on this issue suggested that the MMRC develop regular communication with

government off,ices with a mandate to advocate community needs. This point is

illustrated by such comments as "we should advocate / mediate community needs by

regular communication to government offices", "communicate what the community needs

to the governmÊnt", and "e report of every MMRC ethnic gathering should relay

multicultural concerns to the Canadian and Manitoba government". However, if the

MMRC is becoming increasingly interested in this area, perhaps they should stimulate

discussion of how the MMRC relates to other organizations within Manitoba. It is a topic

that is currently very contentious due to the political envi¡onment and given that the onus

for multiculturalism initiatives rests with communities rather than with the governmenl

3.6 OVERVIEIV OF OBSERVATIONS

The Delphi survey results were presented to the Board of the MMRC in October

of 1994. Since that time, the Board has incorporated various issues identified in the

Delphi survey at MMRC meetings. Furthermore, members at meetings refer to the survey

resuits in attempting to address these issues. However, some issues have yet to be

addressed and I am learning that a report that informs an organization is an important but

only a single component in the process of effective development and implementation.

3.6.0 Analysis of The MMRC as a Voluntary Organization

It is important to understand the MMRC's organizational culture and management

because the Multicultualism Act has placed a signifîcanr amount of responsibility for the
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development of multiculturalism on community and voluntary associations. To get a deep

understanding of multiculturalism, it is important to focus anthropological invesrigation

on the workings of community voluntary organizations and government institutions.

Furthermore, anthropologists must investigate the relationship between government and

communiry to develop a sophisticated understanding of the problems and issues thar a¡ise

in the implementation of multiculturaüsm. This is not only rhe case for multiculturalism;

it is also a necessary procedure for an applied anthropologist examining and inærvening

in any social issue. An applied anthropologist must examine the organizational cultu¡e

of the groups involved in a social issue, so that interventions a-re effective, relevant and

bridge community, public sector, and private sector organizations via thei¡ articulated

relationships.

Earlier, I examined Rose's six main functions of voluntary associations: power

dist¡ibution, individual orientation to social and politicai processes, sociai change, social

cohesion, personal identification, and socio-economic advancement (Rose 1967:247-251).

However, it is important to note that voluntary organizations often experience common

problems, thus, "the voiuntary association is often inadequate to fulfill the funcúons

attributed to it, as it often does not incorporate many people and it often functions

inefficiently and ineffectively" (Rose 1967 :24''t).
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3.6.1 Common Problems

Selle and Øymyr examined the main problems experience d by 2,231 Norwegian

nongovernment organizations (Selle and Øymyr 1992:157). They found that "the four

most serious problems - that is, those that had an impact upon the daily life of the

organization - were lack of membership recruitment, problems with fìnding new leaders,

poor economy, and low level of activity" (Selle and Øymyr 1992:157). Furthermore, they

found that the problems of voluntary organizations are complex and often reinforce each

other and therefore should not be examined in isolation (Selle and Øymyr L99Z:159).

The organizational problems of the MMRC a¡e consistent with these four common

problems outlined by Selle and Øymyr. The results of the Delphi survey quite clearly

illustrate that the respondents are concerned with membership, the low level of activiry,

poor funding and Boa¡d leadership. Moreover, the results indicate that the respondents

a.re concerned with two other problem arcas; public awareness of the MMRC and the

lobbying power of the MMRC. Examination of the data shows that some of these six

concerns are commonly found together under a single issue; thus illustrating the

complexity of the issues. For example, the highest priority goai of the MMRC

respondents was to "increase the promotion of MMRC services that are currently offered".

The comments colTesponding to this issue were as follows: "prepare a handout that

outlines the services offered and the mission statement of the MMRC", "increase

membership by targeting individuals and groups that are not parricipating with the

MMRC", "include 5 or 6 brief profiies from the EthnoBank in our newsietter", "create
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and maintain a cultural display at a permanent and visible location, perhaps at the Forks",

and "hold more workshops and conferences at low cost". Under this single issue, the

comments raise concerns about public awareness, the low level of activity, lack of

membership recruitment, and partial reference to concerns about MMRC economy.

In thei¡ publication on the governance and management of nonprofit organizations,

Young et. al. (1993) identified six key functions and responsibilities rhar concem

nonprofit organization managers and leaders. Issues of organizational governance are

prominent in the minds of those concerned with the proper functioning of nonprofit

organizations; particularly the issue of sorting out appropriate roles for board and st¿ff

(Young et.al. 1993:4). This was a concern for the MMRC as illusûated by the comments

raised in response to the issue "there is a lack of commitment and professional expertise

with the Boa¡d". This issue seemed to be a matter of recognizing and utiüzing the t¿lents

of the MMRC Board members. Nevertheless, the Boa¡d is concerned with the di¡ection

and governance of the MMRC as illustrated most obviously by the commissioning of the

Delphi strategic survey.

A second concern is the management of human resources including recruitment,

retention, participation, motivation, guidance and training of volunteers, paid staff, and

board members (Young et.al. 1993:5). The respondents of the MMRC Delphi survey

identified the management of human resources as a concern several [imes. For example

the respondents commented that certain groups should be targeted for membership by rhe
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MMRC, that MMRC branches be established in smaller communities, and that community

participation in intercultural activities should be encouraged. The Board members a¡e

very sensitive to the issue of inciusiveness and intercultural development. For the

respondents, multiculturalism is for all Canadians and they have identified an

organizational goal to approach organizations that have not participaæd in MMRC evenrs.

For example the Board is targeting the Aboriginal community, communities ourside

Winnipeg, and ethnoculfural groups that are absent from regular parricipation. The

respondents also wish to include segments of the population that traditionally have not

been identified as ethnocultural groups but arc considered to be important in providing

the MMRC with versatility and vitality. The deaf and hearing impaired and the youths

of various communities are two examples of non-traditional ethnocultural groups that have

been considered for participation. This approach for inclusiveness is also found at the

macrolevel; government institutions have continually stated that multiculturalism is for

all Canadians. As well the respondents have consistently refened to themselves as

Canadians.

The management of financial resources is a thi¡d area of concern to voluntary

organizations. They are finding it necessary to become self-sufficient and a¡e often

exploring thei¡ own sources of contributed and earned income (Young et. at. 1993:5). This

coresponds to a concern among the respondents of the Delphi survey that the MMRC

lacks available funding for effective programming and services. Moreover, the Board is
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concerned with a related issue; they identify a need to move away from dependency on

the government for funding.

A founh area is the management of information, an aspect that is especially

underdeveloped in nonprofit organizationsi particularly the under use of informarion

systems and computers (Young et al. 1993:5). There is a concern among the respondents

of the survey that the MMRC lacks accessibility and visibitiry to the general public.

Furthermore, many respondents feel that there is a definite ambiguity and diffusion of the

objectives and goals of the MMRC. This is precisely why there was a need to conduct

a Delphi survey in the first place. As I have indicated many times in this thesis, the lack

of visibility and accessibiliry and the predominant ambiguity of mulriculturalism goals and

objectives result in deficient communication to the general public. These problems are

also experienced at the macrolevel; both tìe communiry organizations and government

institutions express a cer[ain amount of frustration in determining the coordination and

communication of multiculturalism programs and services to Canadian society.

Managing for social change is a fifth concern. Since nonprofits a¡e in the business

of making a difference in the lives of people, issues of policy-making and practices are

paramount. Collaborative projects and organizational adaptiveness are important if

voluntary organizations are to remain effective. I have stâted in chapter two that the

government policy has shifted from a predominantly heritage preservation orientation ro

an anti-racism standpoint. This was raised in the results of the Delphi survey. The
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respondents are well aware of the dual aspect of multiculturaìism; that is heritage

preservation and development of anti-racism programs to eliminate racial discrimination

within institutions. Concerns were also raised on the issue of a perceived lack of

intercultural opportunities offered to canadians. The MMRC would like to provide more

services and opportunities so that the various groups in Winnipeg can meet and

understand each other. There is considerable concern that there is conflict within the

broader multicultural community. If we understand that mulriculturalism is applied to

everyone, then the multicultural community includes all Canadians. There is a definite

need for the mediation of this conflict. However, the sense I receive from the Boa¡d is

that the informal mandate of multiculturalism is changing toward intercultural

development, understanding how Canadian groups relate to each other and the

deveiopment of Canadian citizenship.

The last concern is that of strategic management of voluntary organizations. In

other words, organizations a¡e concerned with the way they are positioned within thei¡

economic and social envi¡onment and the methods, toois and strategies used to achieve

their goals. The focus is on the shaping and implemenrarion of strategic decisions (young

et al. 1993:6). The respondents want to increase the lobbying power of the MMRC in

provincial and federal matters concerning multiculturalism. However, the respondents are

concerned that the MMRC speaks as an intercultural organization rather than being

focused on the concems of a specific ethnocultu¡al community. This shows that the

MMRC is concerned with issues that concern all Canadians. It is concerned with
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resolving conflict between all Canadian groups - not only a segment of Canadian

population. On a macro level the department of multiculturalism is small and the

portfolio is a minor portfolio, even though it concerns the heritage and idenrity of al1

Canadians. There is a need to develop sustainable financial and moral supporr to continue

and improve services. Some authors hold the view that multiculturaiism does not work

and that it has resulted in the fragmentation of Canadian sociery, but others state that

multiculturalism has resulted in some positive relationships but has not yet been given

sufficient financial and moral support to make multiculturalism a highly effective policy.

As Fleras and Elliott state, "we suggest that many of the problems confronting Canada

stem not from too much multiculturalism, but from not enough of it!" (Fleras and Elliott

1992:280, emphasis in originai). Yet as Young eL al. sråte, "despite the great attention

the issues of management and leadership received in the 1980s, nonprofit organizations

do not yet seem to have taken the implementation of sophisticated management and

governance practices completely to heart" (young et. al. I993:j; emphasis in original).
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CHAPTER FOUR
A n th ropolo gical Iy Informi n g M ul ti cul tu ra.lis m

4.0 INTRODUCTION

In order to deal effectively with broad social issues such as mulriculturalism we

need to have direct, meaningful information; in other words we need a context with which

to work. We need to examine the language, concepts and perception that construct the

meaning of multiculturalism. The language and terms used in discussing multiculturalism

are unclear and value-laden resulting in confusion, misunderstandings, and politicat

confrontations between Canadians. In order to stimulate productive dialogue and effective

policy, the language must be clarified and agreement on terms must be established.

Concepts such as ethnicity, culture, race, pluralism and multiculturalism are often used

out of context and a¡e laden with many differing presuppositions in discussions on

multiculturalism policy; making it difficult to develop an effective muhiculturalism policy.

We need to understånd the history of relationships between Canadian groups.

Canada's historical events since confederation - events that directly influence Canada's

cturent social and political envi¡onment - are often ignored or obfuscaæd. In order to

deal effectively with cunent social issues, Canadians must understand the development

of political and social relationships between groups that now constitutes conremporary

Canadian society; its accomplishments and its problems. Canadian heritage is very

important in understanding the relationships benveen different groups of Canadians. The

negotiations made with various Canadian groups during the buiiding of their narion, the
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political events of the late 1960s, the demographic changes to the Canadian population,

the legislation of the Canadian Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms, and the shifts in

multiculturalism policy have ail shaped and continue to shape the idenüry of Canada and

the relationships that Canadians have with each other. If Canadians do nor know rheir

history, the purpose of multiculturalism is losr

We need to underst¿nd the current envi¡onment of values, politics, processes and

concerns in which multiculturalism operates. We need to understand the structure and

organization of insritulions such as government and non-profit organizations; we need to

understand the relationships between institutions; and we need to understand each other.

Canadian population, demography, values and identity have changed dramatically since

l/orld War tr. These socio-political changes have led to a situation in which Canadians

must come to terrns with what it means to live in a plural society. Nevertheless, only a

disciplined process of research, debate, negotiation, implementation and compromise will

effectively address multiculturaiism.

Linton has stated that if we are going to deal with intercultural relations, we have

to recognize that members of cultural groups have differences in their behaviours,

attitudes and value systems and that these groups are increasingly likely to get on each

others nerves (Linton I9a7338). If we are going to come to terms with this increasing

cultural group cont¡.ct and tension we are going to have to learn to get along with each
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other. Linton indicates that this is where anttrropology can contribute; that is,

anthropology can be used as a bridge to intercultural understanding. Linton shtes,

It seems to me that the greatest contribution that [anthropology] can make
[to intercultural understanding follows] two lines: lrst of ¿i, in the aid
that it can give in intelligent, impersonal scientific appraisai of these
contact situations, in helping to develop æchnics (sic) for finding out as
rapidly and as thoroughly as possible what the people of other grõups ate
like. Information of this sort is required as the basis for any inteùigent
sort of planning. In the second place, anthropology can study those
situations in which groups of different race or of srongly differeniculture
contrive to get along very weil without any particula¡ frictions. By doing
this one can get cert¿in ideas about ways that have actually worked in the
past or a¡e working now (Linron 1947:339).

Although Linton's ideas here arc simplistic, I agree with his thesis that

anthropologists can contribute to intercultural understanding by researching and

underst¿nding intercultural relationships and providing this information for effective

planning. However, if we are going to be truly effective in the development of

intercultural understanding we must understand the process of informing, planning

decision-making, intervening and implementing programs and activities through social

institutions and underst¿nd the processes of groups that contrive to get along. This relates

to the larger issue of developing anthropology to inform and influence social poticy; and

subsequently addressing sociai issues.

It is nearly inconceivable how decisions are made on socio-political issues when

the language of discussion is weak, the knowledge of historical relationships is

insufficient, and divergent Canadian values are ignored or misunderstood. Nevertheless,

decisions on these socio-political issues are made whether they are informed or not. This
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is the nature of politics. But what can applied anthropologists contribute to the resolution

of socio-political issues? There are two a¡eas of influence open to anthropologists

concerned with applying anthropological theories to add¡ess socio-polirical issues; one is

providing informarion to decision-makers for policy development, another is pursuing

means to influence and direct policy beyond merely informing decision-makers.

4. I IN.FORMING DECISION-MAKERS

There arc many avenues to apply anthropology as there a-re many issues within the

scope of applied anthropology. One particular area that applied anthropologisrs have been

interested in developing is the influence that anthropology has on social policy (Chambers

1977, Chambers 1985, Cochrane 1980, Geilhufe 1979, Goldschmidr 1986, Hammel19i6,

Heighton and Heighton 1978, Hinshaw 1980, Kimball 1978, van Willigen i984, Wallace

7976, 'Weaver 1981, and Willner 1980). Anthropologists have indicared rhat one way ro

influence social policy is through the development of anthropology as a policy science;

"the time has come for antfuopology to enter a new phase; to raise its sights from the

performance of public service to the formulation of public policy" (Goldschmidt 1986:3).

Yet, anthropologists need to understand political power and come to terms with a general

aversion to engaging in the political power process. This "aversion to engage actively in

the world a¡ound them can be linked to deeply embedded views about the objecrives of

[anthropology]" (Kimball 1987:384). First, there has been an overriding commitmenr ro

the goal of accumularing knowledge as an intrinsic end in itself, paired with a rejection

of queries on the usefulness of the knowledge accumulated (Kimball i987:385). Second,
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most anthropologists have confined their search for truth to nonliæraæ and peasant

peoples while rejecting the legitimacy of contemporary complex societies as a field of

study (Kimball 1987:385; Matthiasson 1994:274-275). Third, the t¡adirion of lengthy and

a¡duous field studies as the only legitimate method of antfuopological procedure to fTnd

the "truth" is firmly embedded in the discipline (Kimbail l9g7:3g5). Fourrh,

anthropologists have seldom been invited to become involved in practical affai¡s (Kimball

1987:385). However, there is a movement within anthropology to counter ttre t¡aditional

current by conducring research in contemporary society and developing an applied science

(Kimball 1987:385).

Erve Chambers indicates that "the idea of policy is as central to the development

of applied antfuopology as the concept of culn¡re has been to rhe anth¡opological

profession as a whole" (Chamber 1985:37-38). Chambers goes on to develop a solid

orient¿tion of anthropological contribution to ttre arena of policy science,

The vaiue of tbrming an idea of policy is that it enables us to start
thinking about human issues and problems in terms of thei¡ intentionality.
Programs and activities of change do not just happen. They are thought
about, planned for, and put into action by human beings for parricular
reasons. Neither do anempts to change something always turn out the way
they were inrended. we can seldom approach the policy idea with a uni-
dimentional idea of intentions. In nearly all cases, it is much more accurate
to envision the world of policy as an Íì.rena where people with varied and
frequently conflicting intentions meet. The outcomes of these
confrontations, imperfect as they often ale, represent much of ttre social
world we know.... The cont¡ibutions applied anthropologists make to the
soical well-being of ou¡ society and other societies rest on their ability to
understand, interpret, and participate in [increasingly complex legal,
political, and scientificl stn:cnrres. In this s€ns€, the policy idea is both
the beginnin-s and end of applied work (chambers 1985:39 e. 64).
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According to Rein, the scope of social policy is the "integration of value.s, the

principles by which these values are translated into policies and programs, assessments

of the outcomes of implementing these principles in ærms of the values asserted, and the

search for strategies of feasible change which promise a better fit between values,

principles, and outcomes" (Rein l97I:297). Thus anthropology's focus on cultural values,

its concern with di¡ect field experience to collect information on vlues and systemaúc

understanding of a community makes antfuopological research a valuable resource and

process for developing social policy. In fact, "one of the most important contributions

that anthropologists can make to the policy field is to articulate existing as well as

poæntial policy alternatives in relation to particular issues" (Pelto and Schensul

1978:507). Anthropologists have a broad range of tools that rhey can offer to integrate

values into policies and programs, to contextually assess the policy implementation, and

to identify alternative strategies to improve the effectiveness of programs. Some of the

conceptual and methodological tools that anthropoiogisrs can provide a¡e cultural

relativism, ethnographic methods including participant observation and emic/etic

contextual analysis, comparison anaiysis, and systemic and processual understanding of

a variety issues for the purpose of informing formal organizations.

John van V/illigen indicates that applied anthropologisrs can produce rhree

products: the fust is information ranging from raw data to general theory; the second kind

of product is policy in which anthropologists provide informarion which is potentíally

usefuI in a specific formation policy formation problem; rhe third kind of producr is action
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which would include an array of activiúes which are in the form of interventions (van

Willigen 1984:278; emphasis mine). I emphasize the fact that anthropologists provide

information that is potentiaily useful because this is where much of traditional

anthropological information stops. As Kimball states,

an ethnographic inventory of customs and groups is not enough. The
researcher must have made observations of individuals engaged in events
in the variety of situations cha¡acteristic of that group. From these data
can be derived the detail of systemic arrangements by which a specific
group meets is problems. It is this type of knowledge which cont¿ins the
answers for those who would seek to formulate poticy (Kimball 1987'386-
387).

Moreover, the practitioners in many professional helds fail to see problems in

systemic terrns or understand the processes of change (Kimball i,987:387). On the other

hand, social scientists often overestimate the power of a rationalistic model in decision-

making and the policy arena (Hammersrey 1992:133; Hinshaw 19g0:504).

4.2 BEYOND INFORMING POLICY

Applied anthropologists must realize that the place of resea¡ch in policy may be

prominent but it is not paramount. Yet applied anthropologists often neglect,

the limits to the cont¡ibution that any rese¿¡rch can make to practice.
Research cannot produce knowledge that can simply be applied to resolve
practical problems. Practice is context-sensitive and involves judgement
in which factual and value assumptions must be relied on, many ol which
must come from experience rather than resea¡ch. Research cannot
substitute for experience here, though it can inform it... This is not to
deny that research can make a useful contribution, but simply to protest at
the extravagance of the claims that are sometimes made about the scale of
that conrriburion (Hammersiey I99Z:133).
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In other words, policy di¡ections and decisions are foremost determined by

political pressures and negotiations that occur between groups rather than according to a

rational formula. Although it is true that applied anthropologists often become involved

in policy, this is more often due today to the necessity of anthropologists to find

alternative employment than on the idea that policy makers need applied anthropologists.

Some authors recommend that applied anthropologists must understand the "culture of

policy" in business, government, and voluntary organizations, develop a highly

professional aspect of the discipline, and involve themselves in the arena of politics and

business (Chambers 1985, Eisenberg 1995, Geilhufe 1979, Hammel I976, Hinshaw 19g0,

Schensul 1995, Weaver 1981).

4.2.0 ExplorÍng a Context of Relevance

For the past two or th¡ee decades, anthropologists have been experiencing attacks

and challenges to the legitimacy of anthropological values, concepts and theories. These

challenges have come directly from within the discipline and indirectly from outside the

discipline (Matthiasson 1994:269). They have disrupred the discipline; and they have

shaken the foundations of antfuopological theory and methodology but have created an

opportunity to restructure anthropological identify. This disruption may in fact develop

the professionalization of anthropology making it more inclusive, responsive, and relevant

to the world in which antfuopologists work. Now, we can continue to employ a method

of critical examination and moribund deconstruction of the epistemological foundations

of anthropoiogy or we can assume that anttuopology is legitimate, come to terms with its
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limitations and continue to develop the form of anthropology within its own context. To

paraphrase Margaret Mead, "anthropologists collaborate with people to produce a product

that neither could produce alone" (Mead L977:146). Of course anthropology is merely

a construction of V/estern t¡adition and philosophy but it is a valid and disciplined

construction. I view applied anthropology to be but one form among many of

anthropological exploration. Yet, anth¡opological literafure that critically examines applied

antfuopology often attacks the legitímacy of this kind of anthropology through the

argument that applied work is devoid of theory and that it is not as "pure" as academic

anttuopology (Kimball I 987:384).

4.2.1Prarts vs. Theoria

However, a theory of practice does exist and is firmly rooted in Wesærn

philosophy; it is called praxis. Aristotle's use of the term "praxis" is much more

profound than the usual direct translation of "praxis" into the English word "practice"; he

used the words "tieoria" and "praxis" in the sense that they are two dimensions of the

truly human and free life (Bernstein 1971). In fact, they are two very different ways of

knowing and experiencing the world.

The concept of theoria relates to a way of life, involving strenuous, disciplined

activity, that is concerned with the development of knowledge for its own sake. In this

Çoncept, seeking knowledge is an end in itself; and by this definition, the practitioner of

theoria is relarively free to explore knowledge; f¡ee from the pressures of contempora-ry
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ethical or poliúcal environment within society (Partridge 1987:216). yet, this practirioner

must work within an established and accepted theory and method, or paradigm. Facts

outside the accepted paracligm are usuaily not acknowledged or incorporated into theoria.

In contrast to theoria, praxis is a way of knowing about the world, involving

sûenuous, disciplined aclivity, that encompasses ethical and political theory and practice,

and is primarily concerned with "doing". Praxis can also be contrasted with the concept

of "poesis" which is primarily a form of producing an artifact, whereas the essence of

praxis is in the performance of a particular activity in a certain way (Bernstein 1971 :ix-x).

Theoria incorporates "poesis" through the production of an arrifact; usually in the form

of a publication. Althou-eh the process of praxis may incorporate "poesis", it is not

primarily concerned with the production of an artifact. The fundamental aspect

underlying this concept is that praxis is a continual, interactive process that shapes the

envi¡onment through decisions and actions and is shaped by the environment through

awareness of context and envi¡onmental pressures. In other words, when we interact with

the world, we build our knowledge; then we apply this gained knowledge to further

interaction. This raises observations about the established points of perception of these

two ways of knowing the rvorld. Theoria is composed of only accepted theory and

practice tlrough an object view of the world, while praxis is composed of "multiplex

interaction benveen objective knowledge of the world, subjective experience with the

world, and emergent social rea_lity" (parridge L97B:2IB).
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Anthropology can use the concept of praxis as an effective method for

development of knowledge, a guideline for ethical considerations, a tool for politically

effective interaction, and as an avenue in which to develop applied anthropology.

However, according to'Warry,

Applied antfuopology texts and readers make little or no reference to
praxis theory [Chambers 1989, van Willigen 1986, 'Wulff and Fiske 1987].
With a few not¿ble exceptions [Frankenberg 1988, Harries-Jones 1985,
Partridge 19871, applied anthropologists have neither ¡etumed to the roors
of this concept, nor explicitly used praxis as an analytic theme in applied
resea¡ch flVarry 1992:155).

This deficiency of employing praxis as an anatytic device has led some

anthropologiss to make an effon to establish anthropological praxis as rhe theoretical

framework for integrating theory with practice at the point of intervention (partridge

1987; Warry 1992). This is due to the fact that "there is no applied anthropoiogy that is

not explicitly poliúcal because significant dialogue and change only occur in political

contexts" (Schensul 1995:2).

One area of social policy that is currently of particular interest to applied

anthropologists is the policy of multiculturaiism in piuralistic societies. Although one

author suggests that anth¡opologists have successfully influenced decision makers with

respect to race, ethnicity, and multiculturalism (Hinshaw 1980:516), others are concerned

with the lack of attention anthropologists are receiving from schola¡s and administrators

on concepts such as race, ethnicity, and multiculturalism (perry 1992; Greenbaum l99z).
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Furthermore, other authors (Berry 1984; Fleras and Elliott 1992; Greenbaum 1992: Keefe

1989; Perr)' 1992: Stasiutis i980; Tator and Henry 1991) have strongly calling out for the

social sciences to influence multicultural policy for the sake of practical development of

multicultura-lism. Anthropologists are well-placed to contribuæ to the understanding and

development of multiculturalism due to their discipline's critical study of culture. As was

stated earlier, anthropologists can make a contribution to social policy by iilustrating the

social context to administrators and by identifying and articulating values and existing

goals of a social policy that may be vague. Lasswell indicates that the starring poinrs for

the clarification of a problem, "is self-observation of conscious and unconscious value

perspectives" and an underst¿nding of the problem's social context (Lasswell 196g:lg2).

What needs to be done, then, are practical efforts to develop a clea¡ conception of

multiculturalism policy and to implement applied multiculturalism.

Implementation of policy must be informed in order to be effective but

multiculturaiism policy and its applications have been clouded over the past 24 yeas

through a variety of socio-political influences. The purpose of this study has been to

apply anthropologicai tools of analysis to sort out and clarify concepts, terms, assumptions

and values behind multiculn¡ralism in order to inform decision makers, be they

community leaders or federal politicians. I have focussed on informing multiculturalism

policy and only incrementally going beyond informing multiculturalism policy. I have

examined the language and history of multiculturalism, eliciæd community-based data and

conducted a microlevel and macrolevel comparison in an aftempt to understffid and
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provide information for the development of multiculturalism. I have only incrementally

ventured beyond informing multiculturalism policy by being a voring member on the

MMRC Board of Di¡ectors. ln this capacity I influence decision-making and the direction

of MMRC initiatives, atbeit a small influence. The following is an overview of my

application of anthropological theory and process to the understanding of multiculturalism

issues and applications.

4.4 THE LANGUAGE OF MULTICULTURALISM

4.4.0 Race

As I pointed out in chapter one, "race" is a meaningless concept in the discussion

of social phenomena. First, there has been so much interbreeding between human

populations that it would be meaningless to talk of hxed boundaries between races.

Second' there is often greater va¡iation within a so-catled 'racial' group than there is

systematic variation between two groups (Eriksen L993:4). When the commissioners of

the B & B stated that there r#ere two founding "races" of Canada I found this to be a

probiematic terrn. Consequently I interpreted the commissioners' statement as connoting

two distinct cultural groups that negotiaæd and formed the confederation of Canada. yet

this interpret¿tion is not intended to ignore the significant parricipation of non-British and

non-French groups that developed Canada since Canada's confederation.

The examination of the term and concept of "race" requires some attention to the

concept of racism. Racism is cha¡acterized by the belief that certain physical
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characteristics that define a person's so-called "race" are directly and irrevocabiy linked

with non-physical cha¡acteristics such æ social behaviour and intelligence. Any

introductory anthropology text wiil indicate that sociai behaviour is learned and rhat rhe

appropriate behaviour of an individual is directly connected to her survival within thar

cultural context. Since the term "race" lacks any meaningful foundation, racist beliefs and

values are inappropriate in meaningful dialogue and understanding of multiculturalism.

4.4.1 Culture

I used Tylor's defìnition of culture as the foundation for expanding and illustrating

the concept of multiculturalism as used in this thesis. Eariier, I identified the nature of

culture as a continual process of negotiation whereby people orient themselves in relation

to one another tfuough a continual construction of reaiity; a reality based on simultaneous

mechanisms that both maintains and t¡ansforms idendry for the individual, society and

segments of it. Detaiiing the nature of culture is useful in understanding multiculturalism

because it complements the anthropological understanding of ethnicity and Goodenough's

(1978) concept of the multiculturai experience within a complex plural society. A

complex plural society is one in which there are several ethnic groups; the term "plural',

can be, and often is, interchanged with the term "multi-ethnic" or "multicultural".

4.4.2 Ethnicity

Barrh provided the seminal work on ethniciry in 1969. He broke

antluopological tradition by rejecting the conception of culture as a static

with

unit.
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Furthermore he rebuked previous studies that were preoccupied with examining the

cultural cha¡acteristics within ethnic boundaries. lnstead he interpreted ethnicity by

exploring the bounda¡ies between groups. ln essence, Barth understood that it is the

boundaries between groups that construct ethnic identities. Ethnic identity does nor

depend upon the absence of social interaction and acceptance, rather, interaction of social

systems is the very foundation on which ethnic identity is construcred. As Eriksen surres,

For ethnicity to come about, the groups must have a minimum of contact
with each other, and they must entertain ideas of each other as being
culturally different from themselves. If these conditions are not fulfilled,
there is no ethniciry, for ethnicity is essentially an aspect of a relationship
not a property of a group @riksen 1993:ll-L2).

As I stated in chapter one, Goodenough expands on Barth's understanding of

culture and ethnicity by proposing that the process of learning a society's culture, which

he terms "macroculture", is one of learning numerous different or partially different

microcultures and thei¡ subcultural variants. The process includes learning how to discern

the situations for appropriate behaviour and appropriate grouping. The term

"microculture" comes from the idea that sociai relationships a¡e situation-bound and are

ordered with respect to other situation-bound behaviour. The "microculture" is merely

the process of conducting appropriate behaviour and appropriate grouping for a situation

within the macroculture. The "macroculture" is the larger ordered system of which

microcultures are a part (Goodenough 1978:82). Furthermore, recent work on the context-

specific reality of ethniciry and culture has resulted in the development of a nelv tenn that

fits well with my understanding of culture and ethnicity; ethnoscape (Appadurai

1991:191)- Ethnoscape is defined as "the landscape of persons who make up the shifting
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world in which we live: tourists, immigrants, refugees, exiles, guest-workers, and other

moving groups and persons [who] constitute an essential feature of the world and appear

to affect the politics of antl between natíons to a hitherto unprecedented degree

(Appadurai I99I:192: emphasis mine). This concept provides ethnographers a way ro

çome to terms with dilemmas ol perspective and representation and reflects the changing

social, ærritorial, and cultural re production of group identity (Appadurai l99l:191).

4.4.3 Multiculturalism

Multiculturalism is a terrn with several meanings. It is often used interchangeably

with pluralism to express a characteristic of Canadian society. It is also often used with

reference to the Multiculturalisnr policy of Canada's federal government. It is also used

by Goodenough as a dynamic aspect of the nature of culture; a process that

simultaneously accounts for cultural variability and uniformity. In underst¿nding the

purpose of multiculturalism policy it is important to understand the aspect of culture that

Goodenough called "multicuituralism". This is essential when contemplating the

mechanisms of normal on-going human experiences that perpetuate identity and initiate

societal conflict and changes.

Within any society contlict and change a¡e inevitable. Within a complex plural

society, conflict and change is accelerated and multiplied, yet the manifestation of conflict

and change need not be racist ¿rnd violent. The core issue of concern is how society's

institutions come to terms with conflict and change. A muiticulturalism policy must
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provide an avenue for coming to terms with differing and conflicúng values and social

articulations within a single socicty. In this sense the term "multiculturalism policy" may

be a misnomer; perhaps a more appropriaæ term would be "interculnrrai policy". A focus

on the relationships between groLrps, rather than the characteristics of groups, would di¡ect

policy to understand how Canacia's various cultural groups are a¡ticulated, interrelated and

interdependent within a single society. Such a policy would illust¡ate similarity and

differences of cultural groups rvithin the Canadian context and, to apply Appadurai's

concept of ethnoscape in another situation, could provide multiculturalism policy with a

way to come to tenns with dilcmmas of perspective and representalion and reflect the

changing social, territorial, and cultural reproduction of group identity in Canada.

4.4.4 Cultural Maintenance and Yariability

Theoretically, culture is a process based on two articulated mechanisms. One

constructs identity by maintaining the traditions of the past, inculcates an individual's or

group's values, ideals and standards, and constructs the view that the society in which one

lives is preferable to all others. This is ethnocentrism and it is an essential component

in the foundation of an individuals values, ideals and standa¡ds. In order for a cuiture to

function effectively, "a culture must instill the idea that its ways are best" (Haviland

1975:456). The other mechanisnr is called adaptation and it permits culture to change in

ways that are essentia-l for thc survival of a society while changes occur in the

envi¡onment - social or otherwise.
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Self-ascription and ascription by others are the most important features of ethnic

boundaries that form identity. The identity of culturai groups is not necessarily based on

occupation of territory, nor by sorne previous grouping, but by conrinual expression anrl

validation of idenrity between groups. As such, identity is ascribed on the basis of emic

categories either to oneself or to others. This means that markers of identity may or may

not be objectively observable; idcndry and difference exist as a perception of the acrors

themselves.

The context in which people find themselves is continually changing. This affects

how individuals relaæ to each other, how groups relate with each other, and the character

of society in which groups articLrlate. A culture may change by the influence of internal

or external factors. Culture change is brought about by the interaction of a number of

different factors such as ecology, technology, ideology and social relationships. If we

understand that identiry mainten¿rnce and transformation a¡e normai aspects of a healthy

culture, then we can underst¿nd multiculturalism as a normal human experience.

4.5 THE CONTEXT OF CONFLICT

4.5.0 Coming to Terms with a Normat Human Experience

V/hat was Multicultu¡alism intended to address in L97L? What are rhe problems

that have a¡isen since 1971? Were they inevitable? Although there were major changes

to Canadian society afær World Wa¡ tr (i.e. demo-eraphy, social issues, values,
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technology, structural changes) -sovernment management of Canadian groups is partly

responsible for the dissonance ot'rhese groups.

As I illustrated in chapter two, there have been significant changes in rhe

demography of Canada since i945. Between 1945 and 1970 European counrries were rhe

largest source countries of immigration to Canada. However, there began a t¡end in 1945

that saw an increase in non-European immigrants. These immigrants included individuals

from Asia, the United States, Afi'ica, other Americas, and Australia. By the mid-1980's

Asia was the largest single sourcc of new immigranrs to Canada (Canada 1990:64-65).

Yet the Canadian government's nianagement policies of these dramatic changes failed to

resolve the conflict that emerged between Canadian groups in the late i960s. Although

the change in Canadian demo-r:raphy and Canadian values probably made conflict

inevitable, an effective multicultu¡alism policy, instead of an attempt at poltical

manuevering, should have been constructed to provide a mechanism for dealing with

issues of conflict between groups. lnstead, the general confusion about the status and

uses of multiculturalism in Canadian politics led to political conflicrs, ineffective poiicies,

constn¡ction of myths around multiculturalism, and deficient efforts in the application of

multicuituralism.

Multiculturalism grew out of an increase in the political awareness of the ethnic

diversity in Canada, the liberai Post-War changes and developments of immigrant and

refugee poiicies and programs, und the international climate towa¡d human rights and
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minorities. Multiculturalism policy is often considered a hasty afterthought to deal wirh

ethnic political pressures. And although the B & B report was commissioned and the

reaction of a variety of ethnic groups was heard, the goa.ls of multiculturalism policy have

never been well-defined; more oftcn than not the policy was rejected by various powerful

Ca¡adian groups. The results of the Delphi survey illustrate the continued prevalence of

multiculturalism's ambiguity. For instance, the Delphi survey found that the MMRC is

concerned with the accessibiliry, visibility and ambiguiry of multiculturalism as it relates

to the daily function of the organization and its relationship to government, communities

and the general public.

Multiculturalism was originally intended to apply ro "the other erhnic groups".

Funding was commitæd to food fai¡s, camivals and other such events. Since |g:-l,

multiculturalism has increasingly become applied to all ethnic groups and thus to all

Canadians; Natives, British, French and others (Burnet 1984:21). The mandate of

Multiculturalism has been gradually shifting from the sole mandate of preserving cultural

identiry to developing a dual manclate of heritage preservation and anti-racism activities.

In contrast to historical preservaLion, cultural preservation is impossible from an

anthropological standpoint because there are continual changes in any normal group

whereas it is true that historical evenß a¡e continually reinterpreted, historical artifacts can

be preserved. The MMRC is aware of this dual mandate and seems to be developing an

overarching mandate toward intercultural development. This movement toward

interculn¡ralism seems to be part of a maçrolevel shift toward re-conceptualizing
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multiculturajism. The resuls of the Delphi survey show that respondents are concerned

with the inciusiveness of the MMRC. Members value the open and inclusive nature of

the MMRC and wish to incorporate representadves of atl Canadian groups in the

organization. MMRC members underst¿nd that multiculturalism is not solely applied to

the so-called "other ethnic groups"; it is in fact applicable to all Canadians.

4.5.1 Changes in SociâI Power

If we underst¿nd that ethnic distinctions a¡e inevitable and if self-determination

is intrinsically significant for all humans (Greenbaum t992:9), it is inevit¿ble that culrural

groups will anempt to gain socio-political power as a means for self-determination. It is

this relationship between multiculturalism and power in a complex plural society in which

anthropologists are particularly intcrested. The pursuit of ideals within a plural society

leads to a situation in which people are seeking to either alter or reinforce existing

dist¡ibutions of power; in essencc challenging or reaffirming the dominant structure

(Goodenough i978:86). It is here that multiculturalism policy can be effective;

mechanisms must be in place to deal effectively with chatlenges to the existing structure

resulting in either change or reaffimation of values and laws. Such a multiculturalism

policy can complement the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms by providing a

framework to achieve effective discussion tfuough relevant language, historical

underst¿nding of relationships and contemporary awareness of the social envi¡onment of

the Canadian population, the relationships of Canadian groups, and the corresponding

Canadian vaiues. As pluraiism becomes more pronounced and the field of power
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becomes greater with

management of power

increasing ,social complexity, the role

relationships becomes more important

of multiculturalism in the

(Goodenough 1978:86).

The data I have gathered and presented in Chapter three lends a community based

perspective to multiculturaüsm policy. The microlevel and macrolevel analysis of

multiculturalism issues results in a complement¿ry and deeper understanding of these

issues. But how does the information I have presented in chapter th¡ee relate to the larger

issue of implementing multiculturalism policy in sociefy? IVhat do the results Delphi

survey tell us about a voluntary organization concerned with the issues of

multiculturaÌism? As well, how docs the dat¿ I present relate to our understanding of the

perceptions and myths about multiculturalism? The dat¿ I gained rhrough the Delphi

survey was elicited from ordinary members of Canadian society; they come from a variety

of ethnocultural backgrounds. Yet I recognize that this survey is skewed because the

respondents a¡e individuals commited to implementing multiculturalism.

4.6.0 A Microlevel and Macrolevel Comparison

V/hat is our understanding of multiculturalism? As I have indicated through the

results of the Delphi survey, the MMRC is concerned wirh the accessibiliry, visibility and

ambiguity of multiculturalism as it pertains to the MMRC. This is a microcosm of rhe

concerns at a maco level; the macro level understanding of multiculturalism comes from

civil servants I interr¡iewed in a previous study. These civil servants stated that Canadians
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often hold unclear and superficial views of the multiculturalism policy; that the diaiogue

on multiculturalism is disrupted bccause tenns are fraught with ambiguity and that the

purpose and goals of multiculturaiism policy have never been defined by Canadian

society. This illustrates the concerns attributed to multiculturalism as it pertains to

sociefy in general.

The microlevel and macrolevel comparison has resulted in a particular

understanding of multiculturalism. The following four points indicate my own current

understanding of multiculturalism. Fi¡st, there is a lack of effective programming because

there is no consensus on the concept of multiculturalism between politicians, civil

seryants, communiry groups and the general public, thus multiculturaiism is an unclear

concept. This sin¡ation leads to difficulties in the applicaúon of muiticulturalism within

business, government and community organizations and at the individual level. This is

partly due to the lack of sufficient financial and moral support for developing

muiticulturalism objectives and applying muhiculturalism initiatives. This is the weakest

point of multiculturalism. Second, there is a lack of an effective decision-making process.

Again, since discussion of multicuituralism is ill-informed, fi¡st in the language used in

the dia-logue and second in the history of group relationships, how can informed decision-

making occur at either the macrolevel or microlevel? However, examination of

multiculturalism issues and the results of the Delphi survey have shown that the

respondents undersund that the onus for responsibility rests partly with the community

and partly with government institutions. Perhaps effective policy may come rhrough
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increased collaboration between contmunity organization and govemment agencies. Thi-rd,

official multiculturalism policy has a dual mandate - heritage preservation and anti-racism.

Those working within mul[iculturalism understand that the cunent multiculturalism policy

is built upon these two pillars of heritage preservation and anti-racism. The mandate

relarcs to our understanding and effbrts to defîne Canadian identity and to remove barriers

that hinder participation into Canadian life. By providing more intercultural opportunities

we explore and defìne our common heritage and come to a new understanding of the

di¡ection of Canadian identity and vaìues through shared experience. And fourth, conflict

exists within the multicultural community and since the multicultural community is

merely a microcosm of Canadian society there is obviously conflict between groups in

Canada. This is the multicultural realityt the ambiguity, the conflict and fragment¿Lion

of Canadian society. It is the reason why multiculturaiism is a sensitive and controversial

issue and consequently, evaiuation of the multiculturalism policy is ofæn perceived as an

attack on multiculturalism. Criticisms of multiculturalism resuit in a backlash from both

ethnocultural groups and governrnent institutions. Yet critical examination and evaluation

of any policy is essential for its development.

4.6.L Goverrance and Management of Voluntary Organizations

The Delphi survey results illustrate that the MMRC, like many nonprofit

organizations, experiences difficulties managing their organizations and effecrively

addressing organizational issues. Consequently, nonprofit organizaûons, such as the

MMRC are concerned with their ability to effectively pursue and implemenr their
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manadate' The common problem areas experienced by nonprofit organizations have been

outlined previously as: organizational governance, human resources, financial resources,

information management, policies and activities for social change, and srrategic

positioning (Young et. al. 1993:4-6). The results of rhe Delphi survey show rhar the

respondents are concerned with the common problems that Young eL al. has idenrified.

The MMRC respondents are concerned with Boa¡d leadership, membership and

volunteer/staff management, poor funding, public awareness of the MMRC, the low level

of activity and the socio-polirical positioning and lobbying power of the MMRC.

The MMRC is in the midst of change. The MMRC was founded by a core group

of people who knew each other well and worked well together. However, over the years

founding members have left the organization and new members have joined. The

siruadon was such that the organizational structure of the MMRC had changed. New

members knew nothing of each other and had to develop a relationship with ot¡er

members without the benefit of previous foundations. However, as the current members

begin to understand the organizational structure of the MMRC and thei¡ respective roles,

they become more assertive and develop a new organizational culture that fits the current

relationships between members and provides a stronger di¡ection for the MMRC.

Although much has been written on it, the voluntary organization is in need of an

adequate organizational structu¡e that is neither business nor government yet may be a

combination of both structures. As Young et al. state, nonprofit organizaúons must
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develop their own management practices; unique from business or government (young

et. aI. 1993:7). Continued examination, development and exploration of the nonprofit

organization management style is required to develop the voluntary organizarion as an

effective human organization.

4.6.2 Consequences of the Ambiguity

A predominant consequence of an ambiguous multiculturalism policy is that

people often develop their own perception of multiculturalism base d not on extensive

examination of multiculruralism but on superficial contåct with the policy and mainstream

presuppositions. Consequently, multiculturalism myths develop and permeate society.

One of the most prevalent misconceptions of multiculturalism is that it only serves

as a forum to promote ethnic entertainment. Many Canadians experience segments of

Canadian culture only through exposure to exotic costumes, dances, and different kinds

of beer. A probable reason for the permeation of this misconception in Winnipeg may

be due to the fact that multiculruralism is presented in the media most frequently through

Folklorama; a two week event organized by the Folk Ars Council that consists of various

cultural centres providing evening entertainment to rhe public. Because of the massive

adverlisement blitz, the two week length of the event and the subsequent obscurity of

multicultural programs during the rest of the year, it is not surprising that an association

is made befween multiculturalism and the funding of ethnic "song and dance". This "song

and dance" aspect of multiculturalism is both positive and negative. Folkiorama is a very
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positive event because it provides the participants with a forum to express their aræ and

heritage, it brings many people together both within and ouside the communiry, and it

is a source of revenue for the community associations. In many ways it provides an

opportunity for learning and participating in an intercultural experience and is a means

for expressing cultural identity. However, there is a negative perception that

multiculturalism is only "song and dance". For many in society it reinforces a superficial

attitude towa¡d multiculruralism policy and it leads to the perception that tax money is

maintaining a trivial forum. As we saw in the results of the Delphi, the respondents want

to initiate more interculrural opportunities so that multiculturalism is not solely associated

with the "song and dance" perception.

Another view of multiculturalism is that it is for the "other" ethnic groups. This

view holds that those of British, French or aboriginal descent a¡e excluded from the

multiculturalism policy. The multiculturalism policy mandate is seen as a policy for

everyone else who does not fÏt into the mainstream label of "pure Canadian". This view

may have been initiated by the events sur¡ounding the origin of the 1971 multiculturalism

policy and reinforced by the 24 year history of this policy. It was illustrared in the

observations from the Delphi survey that the MMRC respondents are continually

concerned with the inclusiveness of the organization; these people include every Canadian

cultural group within the scope of their organization. Moreover, the respondents are

concerned with lobbying government as an intercultural organization rather than as a

specific cultural group. This means that they are concerned with the rights of Canadians,
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the values that come into conflict, and the compromises that must be reached. However,

there a¡e some noted exceptions that may or may not be considered cultural groups and

may give rise to some contention; for instance the homosexual community of Winnipeg

consider themselves to be a distinct culture and have expressed this view during the

summer of 1994 despite not having been accepted as a distinct culture by any of rhe

multiculrural organizations.

The social problems under the ruberic of multiculturalism policy are so grand and

inherent in Canadian society that they extend beyond the financial and political resources

of the current federal and provincial departments of multiculturalism. If multiculturalism

were given sufficient moral and financial support - perhaps from other government

departments, the private sector and more Canadian communities - these issues could be

effectively addressed. The results of the survey illust¡ate that the MMRC is concemed

with accessing sufficient funding for effective programming but a¡e also concerned with

decreasing their dependence on government funding and are searching for alternative

funding venues.

Some misconceptions and myths a¡e held by academics as well. For example,

some academics suggested that the multiculturalism policy was too accommodating to

multiple ideologies and would result in fragmenting Canadian society (Friesen 1985:5).

The survey clearly indicates that there is conflict within the multiculrural community and

by extension Canadian society in general. However, the MMRC is an inclusive
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organization. Multicultura-lism as a divisive policy does not hold up ro any direct

scrutiny. On the other hand, multiculturalism is often depicted as an assimilarionist policy

perpetuated by Anglo-Canadian hegemony. John Porter saw multiculturalism as a fraud

perpetuated by the British descendants upon ail other Canadians ro maintain the social

order; the "vertical mosaic". However, much of the onus of responsibüity for the

development of multiculturalism is on community organizations and while it is true that

there is not sufficient moral and financial support (suggesting that Porter may be right in

his assessment), there has been some major changes that have occurred in Canadian

structure since 1971 and future changes are bound to occur. Furthermore, this idea is

juxtaposed to the frequently expressed idea that multiculturalism challenges the Anglo-

Canadian structure to the point of unravelling the Canadian social fabric. Such a broad

range of opinion on a single policy certainly illusüates, if nothing else, that the policy is

lacking a firm conceptual foundation. It is difficult then to state that multiculturalism is

a conspiratorial policy when very little control over it exists. The concept of

multiculturalism and the Multiculturalism Act are so fluid and interpret¿tion so broad it

makes conspiricy unlikely. This may mean, however, that this is part of a Western

hegemonic disposition in which the actions taken and the concepts employed are 'Just the

way things are done". And puts much of the ambiguity of multiculruralism at an

unconcious level. During this time of deconstruction and awareness of hegemonic process

we can bring the principles behind multiculturalism to the fore, sort out the concepts and

reconstruct an effective and relevant procedure for intercultural development.
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Canadia¡rs must come to tenns with the changes in population and values. This

is significant for the study of multiculn¡ralism policy because anrhropologists are

particularly interested in the ways that microcultu¡es come to tenns with differing values

and come to a level of sharing at the macrolevel (Goodenough l97g:g3-ga). The

challenge put to a plural society is to overcome the destn¡ctive aspects of ethnocentrism

without suppressing the differences of the plural society (Greenbaum I99Z:17).

4.6.3 Living in a Complex PIuraI Society

What does the multiculturalism policy need in order to develop? Where do we

go from here? What does it mean to live in a plural society? Currently Canadian society

is primarily dominated by people who claim British descent. As Canada experiences a

variety of changes such æ the demography shifts and changes to the social, political,

economic and technological envi¡onment, the macroculture evolves. Consequently the

dominant culture is more likely to be challenged, especially on cultural identiry and

values, by other Canadian groups. In most complex plural societies, groups a¡e stratified

due to the presence of persistent factors that maintain differential access to wealth and

power among groups. These factors include actions and ideologies that marginalize

groups and construct an unequal socio-economic environment of a society. Faced with

an unequal socio-economic envi¡onment, "the cultural systems of disadvantaged ethnic

groups offer the underlying basis for validating self wo¡th and organizing self help and

political action, a source of strength" (Greenbaum 1992:16). Groups that challenge the

dominant structure form a common identity as a naturai adaptive process in the face of
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the unequal envi¡onment. Ethnic identification can

which groups and individuals organize competition

1992:7).

be seen as a strategic axis around

resources and power (Greenbaum

Given the fact that many groups are becoming aware of thei¡ own political power

and that the demography of Canada is continually changing it is inevitable thar values will

come into conflict. A multiculturalism policy should provide a guide for intercultural

understanding before institutional decisions are made. Canada needs a guide to help sort

out conflicts, to underst¿nd culrural issues and the particular context of values and

behaviour, and to develop alternative solutions to inter-group conflicts and applied

multiculturalism. As I have st¿ted tfuoughout rhe thesis; multiculturalism policy must be

a guide that informs decisions but it must also have adequate financial, moral and potitical

support in order to make changes. In Canada we have a variety of cultures co-existing

within a unique context. It is an envi¡onment in which individua-l Canadians experience

diverse and flexible value systems within a single overarching society. Canadian society

is a plural sociery; yet this is often dominated by an Angio based view of the world.

Given the fact, as illustrated by Barth, ttrat all cultures are flexible and that the boundaries

are not rigid we must recognize that culture can never be preserved in a static state. This

means that culture change is inevitable for ttrose of British descent as it is for those of

French, Aboriginal, Uk¡ainian, Chinese, Mennonite and those of all other ethnocultural

descent. It is now important to develop a process to foster Canadian identity and to

then

for
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effectively inform future decisions so that they are relevant to all Canadians and to

develop applied multiculturalism.

4.7 ANTHROPOLOGY AS INTERCULTURALISM

This thesis can be understood at various levels; as an attempt to develop both a

general and specific understanding of multiculturalism at the macrolevel and microlevel;

as a means to express the ways in which anthropology can contribute to social issues

through social policy, that is, examination of issues through collaborative ethnographic

research, quantitative and qualitative data analysis, and micro/macro level comparison;

and as a means to explore anthropological praxis. The first chapter examined the

antfuopological understanding of multiculturalism. It is an example of the contributions

that anth¡opology can make to the theoretical understanding of cuiture in general and how

this understanding can contribute to a grounding of discourse on social issues or

phenomena, particularly multiculturalism. Goodenough (1987) offered an image of

multiculturalism that provided a solid foundation for conceptualizing cognitive

microcultures and culture itself, while Greenbaum (1992) gave a clea¡ account of the

concepts and terms used in discussion about multiculturalism that was helpful in doing

the present analysis of the policy of multiculturalism.

Chapter Two is an example of how putting events and issues in the context of rhe

social milieu of the time and place can develop understanding and insight into the issues

currently being examined. In this chapær I also made comments on the problems of
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multiculturalism as evidenced by interviews I conducted with civil servants. This

contextual understanding potentially enriches the development of programs and policies

to deal with current issues of concern. Perhaps it can also be used to make the current

socio-political situaúon more managable because the development of multiculruralism

policy, from inception to its current st¿te, is critically examined.

Chapter th¡ee is an example of using another resea¡ch method, namely the Delphi

questionnaire, to develop a consensual strategic plan for the MMRC in order to idenrify,

prioritize and address organizational and microlevel concerns. This is particularly helpful

since the onus for responsibility in determining the nature of the policy of

multiculturaiism partly rests with the communities. This collaborative approach with

community organizations is merely one of many that anth¡opologists can use in dealing

with organiza[ions that are affected by social phenomena. By identifying general problem

areas, the MMRC can potentially develop effective strategies and coordinate efforts to

address particular organizational problems. The Delphi results may also be used to

facilitate discussion and address identified macrolevel issues. Consequently, the Detphi

may contribute to the development of a more solid core conception of multiculturalism

and act as a vehicle to monitor the development of multiculturalism over time.

This chapter explored the development of applied anthropology as a policy science

to develop politicalty effective and ethically relevant activities that also contribure to
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theoretical pursuits. As well, I summarized my application of anthropological theory and

process to the multiculturalism issues and their implicarions.

Antfuopology is interculturalism because the foundations of the discipline resr

upon direct experience with a group of people and cultural relativism. In other words,

anthropologists spend time understanding and valuing of the behaviour of a group of

people through rigorous and di¡ect observation in the natural envi¡onment of the peopte

of study as the integral components of anthropological knowledge. However,

anthropologists have often held a bias against srudying complex societies and

consequently have not often developed sophisticarion in manuevering within politics and

business. Still, the tools of anthropology can be applied to these areas to develop

effective relationships between government, business and community. praxis can be used

as an analytic tool to provide a different and usefui underst¿nding and the relationship

between community and government as it relates to multiculturalism or other social

policies. A collaboraúve relationship elicits a unique community understanding of the

multiculturalism policy, and provides an opportunity to influence how multiculturalism

can be improved or where there is room for modification to address community concerns.

I can see trù/o avenues for social science to address social issues through social policy.

Either the anthropologist can be directly involved with making decisions in the potitical

process, or the antfuopologist can work with community organizations that a¡e involved

with the creation and implementa[ion of programs. If we wish to actively intervene with

the political process we will need to rigorously study political process and come to terïns
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with the discipline's aversion to use political power. I rcahize that my research has little

di¡ect influence on the government's formal mulûculturalism policy, but it has done two

things. One, I have developed my understanding of multiculturalism and presented rhe

MMRC's perception of the daily workings of multiculruralism as juxraposed ro

government and academic views. And second, I have assisæd the MMRC in

understanding its curent situation and provided information for future straægic planning.

Since terms, concepts and values a¡e culturally construcæd, decision-makers need to

continually understand the context of history, the current socio-political environment and

potentially effective straægies in order to implement policies effectively. By applying

anthropological theory and process anthropologists can develop an understanding of

mulúculturalism and its implications and can assist in collaborative implementation

efforts. This then is anthropologically informed multiculturalism.

I have laid the groundwork for the MMRC. Further research and procedures

include the development of a strategic plan of action to address the organizational

problems of the MMRC and the implementaúon of procedures to',¡iards the goals of the

organization. I have also provided an example of how anthropologists can apply

anthropological knowledge to social issues such as multiculturalism. Future resea¡ch

includes the development of organizational management and effective intervention in

organizational culture, be it government, communiry or business organizations. While

multiculturalism policy may sound good in theory, the process of implementalion through

government and community initiatives can lead to social, political, managerial, and
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organizational dilemmas that require complex solutions. Any work on muiticulturalism

in Canada must acknowledge the inherent problems in the Canadian sysrem.

Nevertheless, only a disciplined process of research, debate, negotiation, implementation

and compromise will effectively address interculfural conflict.
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APPENDD( II
MMRC Delphi Questionnaires
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2.

3.

Round I Questionnaire

Respondent Instructions

Please read borh quesrions. under each quesrion rhere ¿rre two colum¡s.

For the.firsr question, please lisr up to tìve goais (in the left-hand column) ¡har the MMRC
should be working_towa¡ds in order to achieve a successful mulricultura.l iociery. Ii " "..yimponant ro provide (in the righr-hand column) a brief example or commenr foí each of rhe
goals listed.

For the second question, please list up to five obsracles (in the left-hand column) rhar stand
out as major hinderaces to the achievement of a successful multicultural sociery. It is very
important.to provide (in the right-hand column) a brief example or corrunenr for'each of the
obstacles listed.

Be as concise as possible; please limrt your goals and obsracles ro rwo or th¡ee words.

The example or corrrment should be brief but specific.

You do not have to list five goals, any amount will be useful. Should you need more
space, tèel free to acrach a separare sheet.

l,l::::_lll:_,1_:".9*!t.,ed quesrionnaire in rhe mail by.January 24. Do not sign or in anv way
tdenttl.v yourself on the completed questionnaire. A self-addressed, sramped eñveiope iraé Ueeí
enclosed for your convenience

4.

I

6.
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2. What. in -vour opinion, are the major obstacles to the achievement of a successful
multicultural society?

List rhose obstacles tha¡ stand out in your rnind as major hinderances ro rhe achievemen¡ of a
successful muiucuirural sociery. In each case, provide a bnef example or cornment. possibly from
your own exoerience, rhac ieads you to beiieve ¡har rhrs is major obsracle for lv{þfRC.'
Please rype or pnnr your answers legibleiy in rhe space provrded.

Ohstacle( s) Example( .ç) or Comment(s)

If you need more space, fee.l free ro a¡¡ach a separare sheer.
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Round I Questionnaue

l. Think abou¡ mukiculruraiism.

What specific goals should the MMRC be working towards?

List those goais that stand out in your mind as the most imponant ro rhe achievemenr of a
successful multicuirurai society. In each case. provide a bnef example orcorrì.menr. possibly from
your own experience. that leads you to beiieve that úus is an imponant goal for MMRC.
Please rype or pnnt your answers legiblely in the space provided.

Goal( s) E.rample(,ç) or Comment( s)

if you need more space. feel free to auach a separate sheet.
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Round 2 Questionnaire

lnstructions for responding
to Delphi Questionnaire #2

I have listed on a separate page the responses to the questions form the first Delphi
mailing. Please do three things to these tists:

1)Review all items on each list. Comment, in one ortwo statements, on any item(s)
you wish. You may argue in favor of an item, argue against an item, or request
clarification. Brevity and clarity will facilitate analysis.

2) Select the ten goals that you feel are the most impoftant for the MMRC to be
working towards. Assign the value ten (10) to the goal you feel is most important for
MMRC to be working towards. Assign nine (9) to tñe ne).t most important and so on
until the tenth item (the least important of the ten) is assigned the value of one (1).
Remember 10 should be assigned to the goal you feel islne most important to work
towards. Note: This is merely a preliminary vote. lt is not binding. lf you wish to add
items please feel free to do so.

3) Select the ten obstacles that you feel are the rnost hinderance to the achievement
of a successful multicultural society. Assign the value tO (10) to the obstacle you feel
is most hindering a successful multícultural society. Assign nine (g) to the nen most
hindering and so on untíl the tenth item (the least hindering of the ten) is assigned the
value of one (1). Remember 10 should be assigned to the obstacle you feel is tne
most hindering to a successful multicultural society. Note: This is merely a preliminary
vote. lt is not binding. lf you wish to add items please feel free to do so.

n*r',L' 14
Return your response in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope by !ÁarctrÊ,
1 994.
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Remember: 1. Choose only ten items.
2. Comment on any item.
3. Give the weight of .10. to the most ¡mportant, .9. to the second most,
etc.

What are the most important goals that the MMRC should be working towards?

Goals Comments

Ensure funding stabil¡ty with less
dependence on Government
money.

lncrease anti-racism efforts.

Provide opportunities for
unity/intercu ltu ral sharin g between
communities.

Focus on Canadian culture and
promote the idea of citizenship.

Educate public on the meaning of
Multiculturalísm.

lmplement Multiculturalism policy.

Encou rage Minority-based
participation and activities through
increased personnel and financial
support.

MMRC should activety include more
groups into its organization and
expand its efforts.

Promote MMRC as a central
resource of information, activities
and networking.

Establish a link with aboriginat
community.

Establish/strengthen tinks with
centres other than Winnipeg.
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Comments

Establ¡sh links with youth.

Focus on people's contributions to
Canada and promote the heritage
of Canada.

Hire a full-time Executive Director.

lncrease interaction with
govemment to influence policy and
legislation.

Advocate community concerns to
government.



Remember: 1. Choose only ten items.
2. Comment on any item.
3. Give the weight of .j0" to the most important,'g. to the
etc.

Vote Obstacles Comments

There is a lack of a Canadian
narrative in multiculturalism
(activities are too focused).

Lack of funding for the MMRC.

Conflict and disunity within the
Multicultural community (lack of
compromise between groups).

Conflict and disunity within the
Canadian state in general (lndian
and French issues).

Attitudes held by the general public
(apathy, prejudice and
misconceptions).

Misrepresentation of
multiculturalism and ethnocultural
groups in the media.

Problems in dealing with
govemment laws and politicians
(lack of support).

Lack of visibility as a resource
centre.

Lack of communication and input
from all intercultural groups into
MMRC.

Lack of commitment and
professional expertise of the staff.

second most,

What are the obstacles that most hinder a successful multicultural society?
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Vote Obstacles

Lack of a permanent Executive
director.

Rural/urban differences.

Comments



Round 3 euestionnaire

Instructions for Responding
to Delphi Questionnaire #3

i have listed on a separate page the responses and commenrs tiom rhe second Delphí maiiing.
Please review this list. There a¡e also three work sheer lbr your tìnal input. ptease do tbur
things ro rhese work sheen:

l) Review all irems on each lisr. commenr, in one or rwo srarcmens, on any irem(s) you
wish. You may argue in t'avour of an item, argue against an irem or jusr make commen6.
Breviry and clariry wilt tacilitare anaiysis.

2) Select the ten goals that you feel a¡e the most imporranr for rhe development of the
M.NIRC organization. Assign the value ten (10) to rhe goal you feel is mosr imporranr tbr
MMRC to be working towards. Assign nine (9) to the nõ.rt mosr imporrant ano so on unril
the tench item (the leasr importanr of ûre ten) is assigned rhe value oi one (l). Remember l0
should be assigned to the goa.l you t-eei is the most imponanr goal. If you wish to add irems
please feel tiee to do so.

3) Select the ten most important obstacles to overcome that hinrler the development of the
illlVlRC organizarion. Assign the value ren (i0) ro rhe obsracle you tèel is mosr hindering a
successfui mulricultural sociery. Assign nine (9) to rhe nexr mosr hinclering and so on undi
tie tenth item (the least hindenng of the ten) is assigned rhe value of one it). Remember l0
should be assigned to tie most imponant obstacle ro overcome. If you wish ro add irems
please t'eel tiee ro do so.

4) Select the ten most imporlant goaß tor MÌvlRC ro work rowa¡ds tor the development ot a
multicultural socief-v. Assign the value ten (10) ro rhe goal you t'eel is mosr impãnanr for
MMRC to be working towards. Assign nine (9) to rhe nixr most imporulnr an¿ io on unui
the tenrh item (the least imponant of the ren) is assigned rhe value ot: one (l). Remember I0
should be assigned to the goal you l'eel is the mosr imporranr goal. If you wish to add irems
please tþel free ro do so.

Return your response in the enclosed self-addressed, sramped envelope by June ZO, 1994.
Remember, this is the final survey, if you did not respànd to the others, your input and
comments are still valuable and appreciated.
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Ct¡mmenls from Round 2

Question #l: The spcciric goals that the MMRC should be working towards are:
General Conment,s:

MMRC courd do so much more even uhougb it is aireâdy in goo<r ban<rs

Many of rhese goa.ls are so imponanq I feel I should bave about 4 or 5 Tens.

Regarding tun<ling srabiliry, if we bad a giant barbecue involving incendves for each panicipaung euhnic
group' it coul<I bnng attenuon to MlvfRC as well as pro<Juce additiona.l funds for.*ru rìoff purposes, more
media anenuon, an<J public awareness

Raw
Score Lssues and Comrnents from Híghe..;t to Lowest prioritv

8l Educate public on the me:rning of ltf ulticulturalism.
This should be clonc wiri press releases abour fou¡ times a year.

Have some probrems using ttre word "educare", "promoæ" would be my preference.

77 Promote iv[\f RC as a central resource of information, activities and networking.
We need a larger offìce space wheæ people can drop i¡ lor infomrarion brochu¡es and bave sbon
conversaúons anrl mix

56 Errsure funding stabirity with lcss dependence on Government money.
Suongly Agree

Dependence on bingos is rJisrasæful

we cannot survive wiubout grans. It is not feasible þ have the boa¡d <lo more fund raising, unless you
involve erhnic groups.

This will be difficulr

Funding is essenria.l to carry on projecs. Less depen<lence on Government woukJ be nice, but is ir possible?

55 Incre¿se anti.racism efforts.
This will be an auomaúc outcome of anything we do. Ecluqrdon and leaming abour eacb other will belp
mrnority groups. Human rights is aJreany doing uhis.

53 Focus on people's contributions to Canada and promote the heritage of Canada.
But only after we have a funding base able o suggesr fulr-rrme di¡ector

People are free o live lheú cultu¡e wir.hin the C¡¡adian Mosaic. we a¡e roo young a counry to bave an
estabüsbed- purely Canadian herirâge. we do not bave C¿nadia¡r folk da¡ces .icepr-Rbo.rginj a¡rd Frenc¡
Canadian' all ottren bave been brought &om or-her counnes and designated as such ar Fõ¡Horasr¿

53 Increase interaction with government to influence policy and tqistation.
We should capir¡lize on our good sråndi¡g wir.h che governmenr by, deernrirung an<I acdng ro influence
future governmenr acúon regarding Multiculrur¿t needs

ß MIvfRC should activelv include more groups into its oryanization and expand its efforts.
Increæe membenhip base
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Find out which gnrups are nol partiopatrng antl ol'fer rhem assisr¡¡ce wiuh protìles

Tbis might be diificult [o do, b€cause cveryborly is busy

3E Provide oPP{)rtuniti6 for unitv/intercultural sharing betwern communities.
Have a free workshop wiuh specilìc topics. The workshops would be composerJ of scr¿ll groups and a
reponer for each group. Common concems come oul of r-hls kind of discussion.

3E EstablisVstrengthen links with centres other than Winniprg.
one ot Lhe most Únponan( goals - it is not enough to b.rue oniy Br¿nrJon wirn ÌvflvfRC. we need an MMRC
"brar¡ch" clusærs in sm¡ller conmunides

We musr include more of Manitoba or be a Winnipeg MRC

3E Advocate communily conccrfts to governmcnt.
This is still exremely imponant but tle goal of increasing i¡reraction wirh govemmenr to influence polìcy
and legislarion coukl include advocacy.

35 Eståbltsh a link with aboriginal community.
I rhought we had links esnblished

Tbe lower radng bcre belies is imponance. We neerl very much ro encourage rhe aboriginal peoples

This is pan of our Cma<Jian culrure. This ünk is imponrnt

33 Eståblish links with youth.
Find out wtrat is necessary to include youuh. Contact your-b groups and bave rhem come rogeuher lor a"youri garhenng" every lwo yeanj

32 Hire a full-tirne Exccutive Director.
No Executive Di¡ector implies a lack of contìilence in presenr sa-ff a¡ld rn lvfJvIRC's funre

We need a¡ Execuúve Secrcnry and two or th¡ec pan-rime snff n ge¡ more work done

I feel ü¡at the acung Execuúve Di¡ecor is doing a good job. I have no way of knowing if one wir.b poliúcal
cÐnnecùons would be more beneticial

26 Focus on canadian curture and promote the idea of citizenship.
This is a forgone conclusion. Use ú¡e new5tsger lor rhis

If we moved to another counry, would we be allowed to Eke our Canadian culrure wirh us?

16 Implement ùlulticulturalism policy.
Not ou¡ role

A forgone conclusion a¡d one we are suppos€d to be doing

16 Encourage ùfinority'bascd participation and activities through increased pcrsonnel and financial
suPPorL
Please clanly

Vy'e cannot give groups tinancial suppon - we need to communicaæ encour:ìgemenr t9 every group
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Question #2: The major obstacl6 to thc achievement of a successful multicultural vrciety, that the ,\fl\lRc
encounters, a¡e:
Gener¿l Commenc:

We shoultl have an ongoing program where, tbr example, lhe Forks h¡s cen¡.ln groups tlisplaying ubeir
culture. The various groups could have nvo weeks a year aking nrrns i¡ va¡ious toc¡ics. Ths b.rs bcen done
before, bur nor laæly

rù/ith t-he MMRC having lbe highest regard of lbe governmenr depaftmenal represenadves. we coukl
receive more grants for hokling workshops and eúnrc cont'erences. Represenauves should receive more
from MMRC clse rhey wrll resr¿in apaùedc

Why not bave news bnels in wirh MMRC mailings, for example, acdviries going on in rhe various erhnic
group prograns. Encourage the ethruc groups to ma¡l copies of tbei¡ peno<Iica.ls and newsletrers and make
a resume of even6 open [o uhe public

Raw
Score

9Z

With the curren( recession, we all have to work ha¡der and t-here is simply not enougb time to do much
volunmry work ¿ssociared wirh MMRC a¡r<J or-ber muldcultural organizarions.

Is.sues and Comments from Highest to Lowest prioritv

.à'ttitudts hcld by the general public (apathy, prejudice and misconceptions).
Society as a whole is very busy, also, úere is much ignorance about pæ.¡udice, people will æll you t-bey
are not racisl yet in t-he next sentence, ou[ it. comes

we could correcr tJte mlsconcepùons ùrough editorials (or prorrle intbrmauon) on earry i.urmigrans who
have now inægraæd into mainsueam society. These groups no longer wanl ro borher aboui prejudice
suf[ered ûìany years ago but ncw immigranrs need þ know ùe sory of successfu] inregration

MLsreprescntation of multiculturalism and ethnocultural groups in the media.
Clarify

EO

This agarn is polirics

The censw of C¿urada regarding eúrnic backgrountl is sorely disrone¡J. People don't admit thei¡ erhnic
ancesûy. Many, uhen, do not belong o ethnic -clubs"

75 Conflict and disunity within the Canadian ståte in general (Indian and French issues).
It's aIl poliúcs

Vr'e in Maniroba have an excellent char¡ce to encourage unity in our province since we have the mos( French
ou¡side Quebec and tle mos( nauve populadon inægmæd inro mainsueam sociery

67 Lack of communication and input from all intercultural groups into illlvf RC.
More a lack of comrnunicauon and input t¡om all inærculrura.l groups into a Canadiar¡ wide policy on
multicultural ism

Wby are uhe profrles in uhe Eúrno-Bank so out of dåre and lacking i¡ informarion. h seems ùey have lirr.le
to say in what goes on - we need o have speakers artending erhnic meedngs (which are usually monråly)

There is a lack of a Canadian narrative in multiculturalism (activities are too tocuscd).
I don't quire unden¿a¡d r.bis commenl nany eùruc groups have much wrinen and displayed

62
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The new Ma¡iroba Mosa¡c cssays now being wnuen shoukJ bc obtalnerj by MlvfRC. These are sones of
early discnminaúon a¡rd of later success. we shoukl add ùe Cana¡Jian dimension to every acuvir.y

ól Conflict and disunity within the ùf ulticultural community (lack of compromise bctwecn groups).
Very m.re

Doesn'r Folklorama encourage working togeúer

There needs to be moæ reflecÚon by r,he MMRC ro look ar ùe areas of conflicr and aræmps should be
made þ bring groups togeuher in diajogue an<l unity

56 Lack of visibility as a ræource centre.
unless we are prepared to sun to pay renL we will have to say wbere we are now

Again' few grcple know of rie MMRC. A more accessible space is necessary (a¡ old bouse like Br¿ndon)
or a place where a sign is visible for public access

+l Problems in dealing with government laws and p.liticians (lack of support).
We don'r do nearly enough conucúrg our MLA's and Mp's

Uncil laws are [o serve all, MMRC should condnue ro lobbv

13 Lack of funding f¡¡r the ìVÍIURC.
If we bad more groups paying a "per capiu" to MMRC we would have more funds and more acdve
MMRC's

39 RuraUurban diffcrences.
Wty not have an annurl or bienniul gaùenng from across rhe province: billet people who are delegares and
ask for "travel equalizaúon" from every erhnic club whicb will pay for ravel cosLs

The geographical dist¡nce prevens rura.l people tiom fully panicipadng in MMRC's acriviües.

21 Lack of a p€rmânent Executive director.
The board mâkes Lhe uldmaæ decisíon of everything

Tbis appües ro MMRC nol to ùe obsacles of a mulucultur¿l sociery

ril'e must carefully consider uhe best office sructure - a pan-dme di¡ecor or more bodies to cårry o{¡¡ the
workload is necessary

11 Lack of commibnent and professional expertise of the stalT.
Seems sPec¡Jìc to MMRC and does no( directly address the quesdon. They are more likely obsracles ro
MMRC being successful in airJing uhe succ¿ssful developrng of a mutûculru¡al sociery

I think úe problem is morc wirh rhe boa¡d a¡d membership

Tbe board makes aII the decisions and Sberi. in m¡r opinion rs doing a fine job

Does not apply o quesdon asked. Does uhis mqrn ùe satÏ of a muldculrur¿l sociery

I think we need to have a written cnæria on each satÏ member, panicularly uhe Executive Di¡ec¡or. We
need sympalheric suppon sraff for the execudve wiù wbicb to ca¡T.v ou¡ ìvfMRC policies
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l\¡ork Sheer for Ouestion #l

lvhat are the mæt imPortant MlvfRC-specilic goals for tåe developrnent of the MMRC organÞadoo?

Vot¿ MMRC-specific Goals Com.mens

a provide more s€rvices

b. increase prorDorioo of MMRC
servrces crurefi dy ot rered

c. get a larger oõice for MMRC

d- research alrmadve ftnd.ing resources
(for examples see generai cornmenrs)

e. less dependence on govemment
ñ¡sditrg

f. do not inc¡ease board fmd-c¿ising, ger
more erhnic groups i.ovolved i¡ fund-
raising

g. work @wards ilcreasing memÞrship

b. rarget eubnic groups rtr.it a¡e not
participarrng in MMRC evena

i. escablish links wi¡i aboriginer
communiry

j. links wir.b rhe aboriginal courmuniry
are already es¡ablished

k- esablis¡ MMRC "branches" i¡
mrtlg¡ conmunides

I. become a Winnipeg MuiÈcr¡lu¡ral
Resot¡rces Cenre (as oppos€d tcl a
lvlanioba orien¡ed org:r ni""rion)

m. rese¡¡ch and esablish tinks wir.h
your.b group

n. i-Dcreâse corrmunicy-inidaæd (raùer
thqn MMRC-inidaæd) projeca by
providing more suppon from MMRC

o. focus on people's b.isoncal
coDtnbuqons to Can¿da
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lvbst arÊ tåe mæt important MMRC'spccific goab for thc deveroprocnt of tåe ygyfRC orgañ¡,ir¡on,

'l/otc MMRC-spccific Go¡ls

p. focLs oo people's cr¡¡Teot
cooñbuooos ro CJ¡.ada

q- foorS gq çpmmrrni¡y/qrhniq gDup
henrage

r. t¡ave a¡¡ on-goi.og cl¡JEl¡aI display
grograln

s. hold Iuore worksbops a.ud eùnic
cOoltreoces

L make a¡d include oewsb'riefs i!
lvû,fRc m-eilings

u. eocourage eubnic groups ro seod u5

copies ot'uhei¡ newslecærs o compilc a
list o¡' vanous cùoic Aroup ac¡ivides

Commcnts

Noæ: I bave ommiccd rle rssue of hirilg s¡a.f beca¡¡se the personoel çonmrit,.e has Gcssrly compleæd ¿ rsærr
OD rhi( i5sue
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Work Sheet for Ouestion #

ïVhat are the most imP<rrtånt obstacles to overcome that hinder the development of the .\,{lvfRc?

Vote MMRC-specific Obstactes Comments

a. MMRC is roo dependent on
govemmen( funding

b. There is nor enough erhnic group
involvement u¡ fund rauing for uhe

MMRC

c. It is nor feasible ro have rhe boa¡d do
morc fund raising

d. Bingo is nor a goo<J fund rarsing
acüviry for ùe boa¡rJ members

e. MMRC does nor conacr lvfl-A's antl
MP's enough

f. MlvfRC clocs nor <lo enougÀ lobbying

g. MMRC office must remain where ir
is due ro funding consrrains

h. MMRC is nor easily accessible or
visible by uhe public

i. There is not enough public lanowledge
about MMRC an<J üe services ir
provides

j. Lack of eünic group panicipadon and
input in ùe MMRC organizauon

k. Ethno-Bank profiles ¿ìre out of dare
and lack i¡formauon

l. MMRC lacks æpresenradves to attend
ethnic group meeúngs

m. There is a lack of commiurenr and
professional experuse wiuh rhe boa¡d

o. There is no wriuen crireria for ube

sta.ff posirions

o. There is a lack of commicment and
professional experrise wiub rbe
membenhip of ,VlvfRC
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What are the most important ob'stacles to overcome that hinder the development of the ivflvlRc?

Vote M M RC.specific Obst¿cles

p. Transponauon cosrs are loo higb for
effective communicadon bet\¡/een
Winnipeg and oúer Maniroba cenres

q. There is a lack of communicarion
berween u¡ban and rural cenres

Comments
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Work Sheet for Ouestion #3

What are the most important goals for MMRC to work towards for the development of a multicultural
society?

Vote Multicultural Gt¡als Comments

a- Increase and-racism effons

b. Provide more educadon oppom:niúes
to the public

c. Provide more intercultural
opponuniries

d. Provide lree workshops and locus
groups on specilìc ropics

e. Promoæ ube idea of cirizenship and
nadon¡lism using the newsletrer

f. Add the Ca¡ndi¿¡ dimension [o every
acdviry

g. Use press releases o promore the
marnin g ot mulucultu¡alism

h. Implement multiculru¡alism policy
(advocacy onenred)

i. Do not rmplement multiculrur¿lism
policy (resource onenred)

j. Advocaæ communiry ne€ds by
influencing govemmenr policy and
legislarion

k. intluence government aclion
regarding mulúculrural needs

l. :.VMRC sbould rarget a¡e.rs of conflicr
and bring groups ogerher ro dialogue

m. Incre¿se encouragement for unity in
the province

n. New immigraíu need ro know ùe
story of successtul inregradon

o. Increåse conmunicadon af¡d i¡pur
from all erhnic groups i¡ro Canadian
mulücultu¡alism policy.
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What are the most important goals for MlvtRC to work ûowards for the developmcnt of a multicultural
mciety?

Vote Multicultural Goals CommenLs

p. Address the conflicr and disuniry
among the mulriculrural conmunity

q. Address ùe conflic¡ and disuniry
within ube C¿nadian swe

r. Deal wir.h public arúrudes roward
irnmigrana

s. De¿l wit-b public atúùdes roward
ethnic groups

L improve government and professional
undersranding of euhniciry (i.e. census)
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APPENDD( Itr
Executive Summary of the MMRC Delphi Survey Results

lVhat are the most important MMRC-specific goals for the development of our
organization?
#1 Increase the promotion of MMRC services that a¡e currently offered.

- Prepare a pamphlet ourlining mission and services
- Target individuals and groups for membership
- Include brief ethno-bank profiles in newsletter
- Create and maintain a pennanent cultual display
- Organize more workshops and conferences

#2 Establish MMRC "branches" in smaller communities.
- Build on success of Images of Our Past and include Manitoba communities

#3 Target ethnic groups rhat a¡e not participaring in MMRC events.
- Build on our links with aboriginal community
- Include youth and adult ethnic group reps in MMRC functions
- Encourage community to initiate projects
- Encourage ethnic groups to send thei¡ newsletters to MMRC

#4 Provide more services

#5 Increase membership

#6 Resea¡ch alternative funding resources.
- Obtain stårt-up funds from the private sector
- Initiate a small membership fee for each ethnic group
- An annual fund-raiser

lVhat are the most important obstacles to overcome that hinder the development of
the MMRC?
#1 Lack of ethnic group participation and inpur in the MMRC

- Approach ethnic groups

#2 Not enough public knowledge abour MMRC and ir's services.
- Attempt Irnages of Our Pæt again

#3 Not enough ethnic group involvement in fund-raising for MMRC.

#4 MMRC is too dependent on government funding.
- Lobby the government for funds
- Research alternatives to government funding
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- Approach corporate sponsors
- Encourage ethnic groups to share funding
- Continue with Bingo's

#5a MMRC does not cont¿ct Members of the l"ægislarive Assembly and Members of
Parliament enough.

#5b MMRC is not easily accessible or visible by the public.

#10 There is a lack of commitment and professional expertise with the Board.
Comment:

- Much of the comments on this issue indicate the talents of the Boa¡d have not
been recognized nor effectively used

What are the most important goals to work toward in developing a successful
mul ticultural society ?
#1 Provide more Intercultural opportunilies

- promote the idea of a Canadian multicultural society through research,
community activities and workshops
- reconcile conflict among Canadian groups

#2 Provide more education opportunities to the public
- public attitudes should be discussed at conferences and workshops
- the public needs to recognize cases of successful integration into Canadian
society

#3 Increase anti-racism efforts
- provide more efforts than only once a ye¿ì.r

#4 Add the Canadian dimension of every activity

#5a Influence government action regarding multicultural needs
- communicate and advocate community concerns through regular communication
to Federal and Provincial government offices

#5b Deal with public attitudes toward erhnic groups
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